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Abstract

In the present work we study the dynamical properties of lifted round diffusion

jet flame, stabilized over the fuel exit. The stabilization mechanism is described

in terms of triple flame structure, forming at the edge of the diffusion flame.

This "triple flame ring" propagates along the line of stoichiometry and sta¬

bilizes the flame at the point, where the local negative velocity of the triple
structure compensates the velocity of the jet.

S.Ghosal and L.Vervisch [18] approximated the flame base velocity by lo¬

cal two-dimensional one. The global dependence on the flame base radius was

neglected in this study. We introduce this influence at zero order, allowing the

triple flame description in the vicinity of iso-stoichiometric surface.

Zero Mach number combustion equations are introduced to describe the

flow. Even if the density changes due to the velocity variations are neglected,
the variations referred to the temperature increase in the vicinity of the flame

front are taken into account; we allow to the small density variations and in¬

vestigate their impact on the flame velocity.

The flame front is assumed to be parabolic of unknown curvature, which is

then found as a function of the chemical properties.

The method of matched asymptotic expansions in parabolic-cylinder co¬

ordinates is applied in order to find a global approximative solution for the

temperature. The matching procedure also delivers us the closed expressions
for the flame velocity as function of the mixture fraction gradient and of small

heat release. We compare these theoretical results with direct numerical simu¬

lations by J. Boulanger, L. Vervisch, J. Réveillon and S. Ghosal [5].
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Kurzfassung

In dieser Arbeit werden die dynamische Eigenschaften einer angehobenen run¬

den diffusiven Flamme untersucht. Diese Flamme wird über den Kraftstoffaus¬

gang stabilisiert. Der Stabilisierungsmechanismus wird mit Hilfe der Darstel¬

lung einer sogenannten "triple flame" beschrieben. Die triple flames befinden

sich an den Kanten der diffusiven Flammen. Die ganze Struktur, die hier

"triple flame ring" genannt wird, strahlt entlang der stöchiometrischen Linie.

Die Flamme wird an einer Stelle stabilisiert, aus der ihre lokale negative Gesch¬

windigkeit der Geschwindigkeit des Strahles entspricht.

S. Ghosal und L. Vervisch [18] haben ein zweidimensionales Modell ange¬

wendet, um die Geschwindigkeit des Flammenbodens zu beschreiben. Die

Abhängigkeit vom Radius des Flammenbodens wurde vernachlässigt. Wir

führen diese Abhängigkeit parametrisch ein und beschreiben die triple flame

in der Nähe der isostöchiometrischen Oberfläche.

Der Fluss wird mithilfe der Gleichungen im asymptotischen Grenzfall kleiner

Mach-Zahlen beschrieben. Wir lassen kleine Dichteänderungen infolge Temper¬
aturänderungen zu und untersuchen deren Einfluss auf die Geschwindigkeit der

Flamme.

Es wird angenommen, dass die Flammenfront parabolisch ist. Die Krüm¬

mung ergibt sich als eine Funktion von chemischen Eigenschaften.

Das Verfahren der angepassten asymptotischen Entwicklungen in parabo¬

lisch-zylindrischen Koordinaten wird angewendet, um die globale approxima¬
tive Lösung für die Temperatur zu finden. Dieses Verfahren liefert uns auch

geschlossene Ausdrücke der Flammengeschwindigkeit als Funktion des Mis¬

chungsbruchgradienten und der kleinen Wärmefreisetzung. Wir vergleichen
diese theoretischen Ergebnisse mit Resultaten der direkten numerischen Sim¬

ulationen, die von J. Boulanger, L. Vervisch, J. Réveillon and S. Ghosal [5]
durchgeführt wurden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

We study axisymmetrical triple flame, that is observed at the base of lifted
laminar diffusion flame. The dynamics of the flame base is described in terms
of laminar flamelet, propagating along the stoichiometric iso-surface in the di¬
rection opposite to those of the jet. Due to this "opposed flow" mechanism
the round jet flame is stabilized over the fuel exit. The lift-off height, i.e. the
distance between the burner and the flame is consequently determined by the

jet velocity and the flame response. This "lifted" regime, or triple flame ring,
exists only for a limited range of Reynolds numbers: for small values of the

jet velocity the flame is attached to the burner, and for velocities exceeding
some critical value, blow-out occurs. In its turn, the impact of the mixture
fraction gradient on the stabilization over the burner is important: the smaller
the gradient, the higher the triple flame propagation velocity is.

Consequently, we are interested in control over the lift-off height in terms
of the jet velocity and mixture fraction gradient.

The laminar diffusion jet flame is described with help of axisymmetric zero

Mach number combustion equations for unbounded domains. Chemical process
is chosen to be a single-step one, with reaction rate described by Arrhenius law.

In the previous studies (see [5], [19]) an approximation for a plane triple
flame velocity was used in order to predict the lift-off height for round jet. By
this, all the non-local features of the flame base propagation was neglected. We
fill up this gap, introducing the leading order dependence on the flame base
radius.

The heat released into the flame modifies the flow ahead of the flame front,

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

increasing the flame propagation velocity. In the present work we consider the

situation, where heat release parameter a is small. At the same time the acti¬

vation energy is large, normalized mixture fraction gradient is small and their

product is of order one.

In our analysis, solution to the passive scalar equation for the mixture frac¬
tion is approximated by linear profile with gradient, prescribed at the inlet.

Assuming the flame front to be parabolic, we want to determine its curva¬

ture. This assumption simplifies considerably the original free-boundary prob¬
lem and allows us to introduce local parabolic-cylinder coordinates, match¬

ing the flame front. Afterwards, standard techniques of the activation-energy
asymptotics can be applied.

Dependence on the density changes is incorporated through perturbative
analysis of the reactive flow characteristics.

Solutions for both temperature and mixture fraction are found in the form
of expansions with respect to small parameter a, characterizing the heat re¬

leased into the flame.

The resulting singular perturbative problems are solved in local parabolic-
cylinder coordinates with help of the method of matched asymptotic expan¬
sions. The equations for temperature together with the prescribed boundary
values define the eigenvalue problems at each order, the eigenvalue is inversely
proportional to the square of the triple flamelet propagation velocity.

Closed expressions for the flame curvature and velocity, as well as the tem¬

perature field, are given.

Comparison of our theoretical predictions of the lift-off height with direct
numerical simulations (DNS) done by J. Boulanger, L. Vervisch, J. Réveillon,
S. Ghosal, [5] is presented.

The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 we introduce the govern¬
ing equations of the reactive flow, considering them further in the low Mach
number limit. General classification in premixed and non-premixed combustion
regimes is presented in Chapters 3 and 4 together with different approaches to
the flame treatment. We emphasize the importance of the asymptotic methods
in combustion modelling and present a perturbative method to find an approxi¬
mative solution of the singular perturbation problem, appearing in the analysis
of the flame zone.
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In Chapter 5 we introduce a triple flame model, that is adapted to describe

the propagation mechanisms in diffusion flames. The stabilization role of this

triple flame, forming at the edge of the lifted round jet, is determined by the

velocity of the triple axisymmetric flame, or "triple ring flame" propagation.
We consider the idealized situation of the jet with stoichiometric iso-line par¬
allel to one of the axes, so that the flame base radius remains constant. The

formulae for the velocity of the flame base as function of this constant, mixture

fraction gradient and small heat release are derived.

In Chapter 6 the comparison with Direct Numerical Simulations by Boulan¬

ger, Réveillon, Vervisch and Ghosal, is presented. The cold self-similar solution
for the round jet of Darieus and Landau delivers the fluid velocity. We equate
both velocities, and obtain the theoretical values of the lift-off height, that are

compared with the lift-off heights, got by DNS.

The conclusions are contained in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Mathematics of combustion

2.1 Preliminaries

Combustion is an essential and integral part of our life. The humanity history
cannot be imagined without this energy source, that accompanied us since

thousands of years. Our civilization, its historical and economical develop¬
ment, are closely related to combustion.

The twentieth century was a period of technological boom, when cars, rock¬

ets, and all types of engines became a part of our everyday life. Industry needed
the reactors and motors that was more and more elaborated, and in the same

time the pollution problems came at the first plan.

All these reasons gave rise to the combustion research development. The
first works of S. P. Burke and T. E. Schumann [13] appeared in the twenties,
but the real advances in the science of combustion was done in the middle of
the twentieth century, with pioneer works of Ya. B. Zeldovich, F. A. Williams,
A. Linan, and others.

When talking about combustion, one cannot separate such fields as fluid

dynamics, chemical reactive processes, numerical simulations, asymptotic anal¬

ysis, turbulence modelling. The complexity of the combustion process demands
the complex models to describe it, and this is exactly what makes the combus¬
tion science such a challenging and fascinating field.

In the description of the reactive flow the chemical kinetics, driving the re¬

active processes, has to be coupled with underlying fluid dynamics, because the

chemistry is influenced by fluid motion, and vice versa: the chemical reactions,

5



6 CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICS OF COMBUSTION

that are the source of energy, modify the flow.

In order to reduce the complexity of the problem, we introduce a classifica¬

tion of the combustion processes in respect to the underlying fluid field velocity.

We distinguish detonations — reactions at the speed, close to or exceeding
the sound velocity, and deflagrations, or combustion at low Mach number. De¬

tonations are described with help of Euler equations. They are characterized

by the shock waves propagation.

Second type are deflagrations, that are of special interest in the engineering
applications, while the most part of practical combustion processes happen at

low speeds. Deflagrations, in their turn, are assigned into two classes: we dis¬

tinguish premixed and non-premixed low Mach number combustion.

In the case of premixed combustion we suppose fuel and oxidizer to be

uniformly mixed. The flame propagates into the fresh gases mixture, leav¬

ing the burnt gases behind. This ability to propagate is the main feature of
the premixed combustion process. If we consider the reactions to be infinitely
fast, the flame front can be viewed as a surface of discontinuity, propagating
with a local velocity, that is close to the planar flame velocity. The methods
to treat such surfaces are then applied (for example, level-set method for G-

equation [6], [21], [41]). The main problem in this case is that in order to couple
this purely mathematical approach of propagating interface with reactive flow

problem, the local velocity of the flame front propagation has to be determined.

The second deflagration regime is non-premixed combustion, where the

gases are separated initially, and the mixing process has to take place before the

burning starts. These flames are called diffusion flames, they are dominated by
diffusion processes. To describe them we introduce the measure of mixing, or

mixture fraction. The equation of the mixture fraction evolution is a passive
scalar equation, i.e. the mixture fraction is not modified by reactions. The
reaction takes place in the vicinity of the iso-stoichiometric surface of mixture

fraction, where reactants are mixed in stoichiometric proportions.

These two approaches dominated the combustion research till 1965 when
Philips published the first article about the triple flame that was observed in
the laboratory. This flame, appearing at the end of the diffusion flame, con¬

sists of two premixed branches: lean and rich, and of a trailing diffusion flame.
Its ability to propagate allows us to think, that it is responsible for the flame
stabilization processes. The triple flame was investigated by different authors,
see for example [15], [19], [27], [34].
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It's exactly this flame that attracts our attention in the present work, in

particular its ability to stabilize the lifted round jet flame over the burner.

2.2 Asymptotical methods in combustion

Asymptotic analysis has been one of the essential analytical tools in combustion

research. The first theoretical works about combustion for small Mach number

was done by Mikhelson, who described the thermal flame theory in 1889. The

notion of deflagration wave appeared for the first time, with the temperature
solution, that growths exponentially at the leading edge of the flame.

In 1928 Burke and Schumann presented the theory of diffusion flames for

large Damköhler numbers. This work was a first asymptotic treatment of com¬

bustion problems, even though wasn't considered by it's authors as such.

The works of Zeldovich and his school presented an important amount of re¬

sults in the activation energy asymptotic limit.

In 1970 the activation energy asymptotics analysis was applied by Bush and
Fendell to the laminar flame speed problem.

The development of the combustion theory extracted following asymptotic
limits:

• hydrodynamic limit;

• small Mach number asymptotics;

• Damköhler number asymptotics;

• activation energy asymptotics.

We discuss these approaches in connection with different combustion regimes
below. In the present work we get rid of almost all of these asymptotics: the

equation in zero Mach number limit will be considered in order to describe
laminar diffusive flame, that is quenching for Damköhler numbers of order

unity. We describe the structure of this flame with help of activation-energy
asymptotics.



CHAPTER 2. MATHEMATICS OF COMBUSTION

2.3 Fundamental equations

The equations driving laminar reactive flow are:

• mass conservation (or continuity equation),

dp

m
+ V • (pv) = 0; (2.1)

conservation of momentum,

Dt

with stress tensor

2

p—-=V-E (2.2)

3

• energy equation,

E = -(p+-KV-v)I + /s[Vv + (Vv)i]; (2.3)

dp Dh

N

= V • (AVT) - £>V (2.4)
»=i

where h% is the heat formation of the i th species at the reference tempera¬
ture T0 ,

A is the coefficient of thermal conductivity and £' = S + pi.

• for each component of the mixture, the conservation equation of the mass

fraction:

DYt

PjyT
= àivjz +p\, i=l,...,N-l,

N-i (2-5)

i=i
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with pt
— mass increase per unit volume due to chemical reaction.

In these equations notation -ß^ is used for material derivative, i.e.

ßl = §i + v.V. Quantities p and p are the mixture density and pressure

respectively, v is the average fluid velocity, T is the temperature.

Only the mixture of ideal gases is considered, i.e. the equation of state for

ideal fluid is hold:

P = W(££), (2-6)

where R is the universal gas constant and Wt are molecular weights of the

i -th chemical species. Also the caloric equation is considered,

N

A = ^fc,r„with hl = cpt(T-T0) + hl°, (2.7)
*=i

Cpl are the thermal capacities. If we denote by cvl the heat capacity at con¬

stant volume, and introduce the new values

N

Cp — / y
Cp 11,

«=1

N

Cv = / j
Cv Ii,

(2.8)

i=i

the 7 -gas constant can be defined as

7=-- (2-9)

The equation of state will be re-written:

7-1

p =
1 pepT. (2.10)

In order to describe the diffusion mechanism, we recall that the sum of diffusive
fluxes vanishes,
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N

1> = °- (2-11)
1=1

We suppose that all they satisfy Onsager's generalization of the Fick's law:

N

J, = £)D*'V1S, i = l...,N. (2.12)
j=i

(here £)ÎJ are diffusion coefficients).

Because the sum of diffusive fluxes is zero, the following conditions for dif¬

fusion coefficients hold:

N I N \

Y, 1>" Vr,=0. (2.13)
j=i \t=i /

Moreover, the sum of the mass fractions is one, and this gives us the condition

JV-l N

Y^{Dl] - DlN) VY, = 0. (2.14)
1=1 Lt=l

Consequently, the requirement on the diffusion coefficients transforms into

N N

^D^=J2DlN for i = l JV-l. (2.15)
i=i i=i

An important simplification is done when we consider a binary reactive mix¬

ture. In this case the formulae for reactive fluxes reduce to the well-known
Fick's law jt = pDVYx and j2 = pDVY2 .

In practice, we often work with the so-called dilute mixtures, where one of
the species is presented in much higher quantity then the others, for example
in the case of the combustion processes in the air.

Under the assumption of the dilute mixture, the fluxes are described in the

analogous way to those of binary mixture situation:

jt = pDlVrt, i = l,...,N-l, (2.16)
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and

N-l

jN = Y, P{DN - D3)VY3 + pDNVYN. (2.17)
3=1

The complicated expression for jjy doesn't play any role for computation of

YN ,
because of the relation on the mass fractions X^=i *t = 1

>
that gives us

the possibility to compute Y/v directly from the other mass fractions.

Since the mass has to be preserved during each of the reactions, the source

terms satisfy

N

5> = 0. (2.18)

If we add up all the equations for mass fractions, considering both facts of the

diluity of the mixture and the above condition on the source terms, we get:

DY
N

p— = div(DMVY), with Y = Y,K- (2-19)
i=i

We've assumed, that

N

J2Y> = 1 (2-2°)
t=i

initially. This is true for all times, provided the uniqueness of the solution of

(2.19).

Let us present the reaction mechanism schematically:

N N

E^M«^E<M" i = l.---.M. (2.21)
i=i i=i

Here M* are the species, and v* ,v" are the stoichiometric coefficients of these

species as reactant or product respectively.

The mass conservation during the reaction yields to the condition on the

stoichiometric coefficients:
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N

£«-^W = 0, for j = l,...,M. (2.22)
«=i

The source term p\ is then defined as

p\ = wtJ2K-<)R3> (2-23)
i=i

with reaction rate R3 .

The law of mass action describes the reaction rate as

R3 = k'X=i (p£)
"

~ kbX=i (p~) \ j = 1,.... M. (2-24)

The most common way to define the constants k,,kb is the Arrhenius law,
that reflects the fact, that the maximal reaction rate is attained at the maxi¬

mal temperature:

k{ = B{Ta'exp(-E{/RT),
J J J

(2.25)
k] = B]Ta" expi-E^/RT), j = 1,..., M.

The pre-exponential factors are defined from the experiment, and usually sup¬

posed to be constant for simplicity.

The set of equations given above is a starting point in the description of the
reactive flow. Nevertheless, the equations are already much too complicated to

be solved analytically, and considerable simplifications are needed in order to

be able to tackle an analytical approach to the laminar flame treatment.

The big part of combustion processes is happening at speeds, that are small

compare to the sound speed. For theoretical as well as numerical analysis pur¬

poses, it is useful to derive a new set of equations in the limit of low Mach

number, Ma —> 0. We recall, that the Mach number is defined as fraction of
the fluid velocity to the velocity of sound.

In the next section we present the zero Mach number equations for bounded

domain with strong heat release. This analysis allows us to exclude the effects
of nonlinear acoustic waves. We follow the main lines of the work [8].
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2.3.1 Zero Mach number limit equations

We assume the Mach number to be small and the initial pressure po to be

spatially uniform. The chemical-fluid balance within the first order (with resp.

to Mach number) of the initial temperature, mass fractions and velocity, is also

assumed.

Further, we use the well-known facts about vector-field orthogonal decom¬

position and uniqueness of the solution of a suitable boundary problem, see [43].
We formulate both of these theorems below.

Theorem 1

Every vector field v in L2(fl) admits a unique orthogonal decomposition into

divergence-free vector field w and potential field V</> :

v = w + V<j>, with

diviü = 0, w n\sn = 0,

A</> = divv, —\Sq = v-n\sQ.
on

(2.26)

If P is an orthogonal projection of L2(Q) onto the divergence-free vector field,
then Pv = 0 if and only if v = V0 for some <j>.

Theorem 2

The boundary value problem

A<t> = f in fi

84 (2-27)

has a solution with V</> uniquely determined if and only if

gds (2.28)f fdx= I
,

JQ JSQ

Naturally, in the chemical processes energy is associated with the heat, re¬

leased in the flame during the reaction. That's why we are looking for a new

form of energy equation, containing dependence on temperature and chemical
reactions. We differentiate the equation of state and the caloric equation, and
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derive a new set of equations with help of conservation laws for mass, momen¬

tum and energy:

• equation for pressure

^ + 7pdivv = (7 - 1)V • (v • £') + V • (AVT)

N-l

N-i r / 1

+ £

(2.29)

»=1 L

• equation for temperature

lRT[wrw;H7"1^'^

DT Dp
pcp- = V.(AVT) + ^ + V.(vEO

N-l N-l (2.30)
+ E (4 - <)T/VT -VYt-Y (K - hN)Pl.

1=1

In order to be able to handle these equations, a non-dimensionalization has to

be effectuated first. The reference values are chosen as follow:

1. Characteristic physical length L is a diameter of the domain,
L = diam(fi).

2. Characteristic velocity \vm\ is a free space burning velocity.

3. The time scale is t = L/\vm\.

4. The reference pressure is the initial pressure po .

5. The reference temperature T/, is the adiabatic temperature of the burnt

gas.
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6. The characteristic heat capacity and molecular weight of the mixture

°p > *'m •

7. The reference density is defined from state equation for ideal gas :

__R_
Pm ~

wjm
'

With help of these non-dimensional values, different parameters can be com¬

posed:

The Reynolds number Re =
K

KC
The Prandtl number Pr —

,

A

The Lewis numbers Le1 =
n f. mj~)i

'

The Mach number Ma = —==
,
where

Eco r wmc
Pm

We will develop all the physical quantities in series in respect to the inverse of

the parameter a = =
.

MaVT

Finally, the system of above equations in non-dimensional form is

• equation for non-dimensional pressure, p :

Dp 7-1
, 7 - 1 T -

i=l

+%p^(wrw-y^^
(2.31)
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• equation for non-dimensional velocity, v :

Pm+aVp=lRe Av + -V(divv)
o

The new equation of state is

The enthalpy is now governed by equation

h°t=(-c;To + h0t)/cTb.

The non-dimensional heat capacity of mixture is

N-l

(2.32)

(2.33)

• equation for non-dimensional temperature, T :

__

Df
_

1 r-1-, 1
A^ T-lDp

pCp^t
~

2c?Re r
+
PÏRe

+
~T~Dt

+ E p7r~l^^ - ~<^f vf* - E & - **)*•
î=i i=i

• equation for non-dimensional species, Yt :

^râ^*1^- <2'34)

p=ßf(t^y (2-35)

h> = ^F=~cPf + ~hl where

^Tfc (2.36)

èp=E^-W- (2-37)

The source term will be transformed into

Lb
M

~p\ = —p-r = W% YWj ~ <?)4n for all species, (2.38)
Pm Vm

3=1

where the non-dimensional reaction rate R} is defined as
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Rj=D,{ (ß)W(T)a' exp(-^/f)n^1 (i-j

-^-1(p)l<l(f)^exP(-Aj/f)H^ ( £

(2.39)
s. f" 1

wt

In the above equations the modulo sign means summation over all species, A*

and Ab are the nondimensionaUzed activation energies, corresponding to the

forward and backward reactions.

The Damköhler constant D} is defined as D0 =

j ,
and K} de-

/
l_

b
'

\Vm\r;

-1 T7
notes the equilibrium constant, K = —

T3
The chemical characteristic times are

(Tf)-i-BfT ' I —I

(2.40)

As already mentioned, the domain fi where solution of this problem lives,
is supposed to be bounded. In order to solve the set of equations (2.29)-(2.32),
we have to prescribe the boundary values of the velocity, as well as the normal

gradient components of the temperature and mass fraction:

v|«î =0 (no-slip boundary),

of SYX (2-41)

^lm = °> ^n=0'for * = !,•,W-l-

The last two conditions simply mean that there are no chemical and thermal

quantities escape through the boundary.

Pressure, velocity, temperature and mass fractions will be developed in for¬

mal series with respect to the small parameter o-1. The conditions of the

spatial uniformity within respective order are used in order to get the following
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equations:

p = p°° + a~lpi + a~2p2 + 0(a~3),

v = v0O+0(a-1),
(2.42)

f = T°° + 0(a-1),

yi = y~ + 0(a-1), * = 1,...JV-1.

Substituting the above expansions into the equations for pressure, velocity,
temperature and mass fractions, and using the well-known fact about the

uniqueness of the orthogonal decomposition of the velocity vector field v°°

into divergence-free and potential parts

v°° = w°° + V^00, (2.43)

we get finally zero Mach number combustion equations: (see [8] for details)

• Ordinary differential equation for mean pressure,

• Equations for divergence-free and potential components of the velocity field:

A^oo = (7Poor1(s-^w),

S4>°°

-g^-Ua = 0.
(2.45)

_

Dw°° 1 DV</>°°
P -FT-+ Vtt00 = —Aw00-/?00 J

,H
Dt Re

H
Dt

with 7r°° — a scalar pressure, the existence provided by Theorem 1.

divw°° =0

w°° • n\SQ =0, w°° x n\su = -V(/>°° x n\sn.
(2.46)
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• Reaction-diffusion equations for the mean temperature T°° :

£>T°° 1 r - 1

'"c"-or=ïva;AT~+—M(,)
N-l

oo JV-1

+ E p^üM - ^T°° • vy~ - E w° -Ä")tf°,
»=i »=i

with boundary condition

JT°°

Jn

5n

In the above equations 9 is a second order differential operator

g(poorooyoc)=7_^_£_Aroo
7-1 T ï^ O00

2=1

+ E ^TT fi
-

-^-)
div(/t»Vy,°°)

^
PrReLe* \w WN)

V * ;

JV-l

i=i
^fe-^J-Sï^00-^ P?°-

(2.47)

sq = 0. (2.48)

• Reaction-diffusion equations for mass fractions Yt°° :

with boundary condition

<5Y°°

|m = 0, i = l,...,JV-l. (2.50)

(2.51)

In all above expressions the values with index oo are defined in an analogous
way to the original values.

The expansions (2.42) will be self-consistent, if the initial data for them

coincide with those for original values, or
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p(x,0) = l + a-2p20(x)+O(a-3),

* = "s° + 0(<r')'
,2.52)

f(x,0) = TS°(x) + O(a-1),

Y(x,0) = Y£(x) + 0(0, i = l,...N-l.

The requirement on the approximate chemical-fluid balance for initial data

within the terms of order a-1 is

divv? = l-^Yo00) (Sa.T,,00) - %o) (2.53)

The boundary conditions are

5T0°°
Sn

Uq = °'

on
lsü -= 0, t = l,...,JV-l

vS°l*n = 0,

w03 x n|,5n.

(2-54)

It is important to note that the chemical-fluid balance condition is posed for

the gradient part of the velocity field. The divergence-free component can be

chosen in arbitrary manner, if the boundary conditions (2.52) are fulfilled.

2.3.2 Further simplifications

The above expressions are derived for bounded domain. In the case of un¬

bounded domain that we will consider herein, the pressure remains constant.

The equation for mean pressure then becomes

dp°°

-^- = 5i(t)=0. (2.55)

From the initial condition on pressure p°°(0) = 1 it follows, that the mean

pressure is equal to unity everywhere.
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The next step is the reduction of the number of reactants. We've already
mentioned the hypothesis of the dilute mixture, when one component is pre¬

sented in quantities, that are large compare to the rest of the mixture, and the

reaction can be presented as reaction of two species only.

Further, we suppose, that the chain of reactions, leading to the full reac¬

tants transformation into the products, can be simply replaced by a one-step

irreversible reaction,

F + sO -»• (1 + s)P, (2.56)

where fuel F reacts with oxidizer O, forming product P. Hereabove s is

the stoichiometric mass ratio.

Till now, the discussion of this approximation validity is one of the main

topics in the combustion community. The methods of reduced chemistry was

introduced in order to simulate the "real" combustion processes. Among them

we would like specially mention an elegant result of U. Mass (see [29]), who got
rid of such a pure mathematical abstraction as a dynamical system attractor.

We further suppose that the heat capacities of both fuel and oxidizer are

equal, as well as their molecular weights.

If we introduce these simplifications in the set of zero Mach number equa¬

tions (2.44)-(2.49), they will take form:

DT°° 1

p00-DT=p7ReAT°° + QRCO>

^^PTïïeTe^VYn-R*
A<t>°° = ——ATc° + QR°

PrRe

Dw°° 1 DVé
p°°-—-= Aw°° - p°° —-

(2.57)

Dt Re
r

Dt

The density p°° is found from the equation of state, and equal 1/T

Q = h°1- h°lt
(2.58)

R°° = p°° exp(-To/T0O)Y10°
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are the heat conduction and reaction rate.

2.4 Perturbative methods in combustion

Perturbation theory is a powerful tool to find global approximative solutions

for problems, containing a small parameter e. These methods are very well

adapted for theoretical analysis of the reactive flow problems, because they
contain a whole palette of parameters that can be considered small in some

situations.

The main idea behind these methods is to decompose the function we are

looking for into a main part and "perturbed" parts. We get equations at each

order of approximation, and all these equations are to be solved in space of the

dimension n — 1 (one of the variables becomes the parameter of expansions

now). In this way, the dimension of the problem is reduced by one, and we

hope to get soluble equations. Once the solution is obtained at each order, we

reconstruct the formal series and get the approximation we are looking for.

This technique could also be applied to the weak turbulent flows, when we

are looking for turbulent solution as a perturbation of the laminar flow.

However, in the present work we have to do with laminar flows only.

The gradients of temperature and mass fractions are strongly changing in

the narrow region around the flame front. The thickness of this reaction zone is

controlled by the inverse of Zeldovich parameter, 1/ß, where ß measures the

sensitivity of the reaction to the temperature variations. This region exhibits a

typical mixing layer structure, classified mathematically into the singular per¬

turbative problems.

The method of perturbative analysis, applied often to solve this kind of

problems, is called asymptotic matching. The method allows the analytical
approximation of global solution properties, such as eigenvalues (in our partic¬
ular case we are talking about burning rate eigenvalue).

The method consists in partition of the domain of the problem definition

into overlapping sub-domains. The perturbative analysis is then done in each

of these sub-domains independently. The next step is the "matching" itself, i.e.

the solution at each of the sub-domains constrained to have the same functional

form at each of the overlapping regions. The sequence of asymptotic approxi-
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inner solution

Figure 2.1: Asymptotic matching in the flame zone

mations is defined is this way. Finally, this collection of solutions satisfies all

the boundary conditions in different sub-domains, i.e we get an approximative
solution of the initial boundary value problem, valid in the whole domain.

On the Figure 2.1 the process is presented schematically.

In the boundary-layer theory solution is supposed to be a function of two

variables: an independent variable x and a parameter 5, characterizing the

boundary layer thickness. The global analysis of the solution in independent
variable is then achieved via local analysis in the limit 6 ->• 0.

The asymptotic expansions are done in the following way. The domain of

the solution existence is splitted in two sub-domains: one, corresponding to the

boundary layer itself (the inner domain), and the region outside it, the outer

domain.

We are looking for inner and outer solutions in respective domains. The

outer solution is get in the limit ö —> 0. This solution also can be calculated,
when we put Ô —> 0 in the original equation. The outer solution is not the

everywhere exact solution of the original problem. This fact indicates its sin¬

gular perturbative character, and the necessity to treat the problem with the
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help of appropriate methods is evident.

We apply the asymptotic matching method described above, with two sub-

domains already defined. Once the solution in the outer region is found, we

look for the inner one. To this end an appropriate coordinate stretch is needed,

namely x = 6X, where X is called the inner variable. This solution in the

inner region varies slowly as a function of X
.
The inner solution is then found,

as solution of the original equation, re-written in terms of this new variable.

With both these solutions at hand, we carry out the asymptotic matching.
This is done in the intermediate limit x —> 0, X = x/ö —> oo, ö -> +0.

The matching condition provides the second boundary condition for the inner

problem.

The question, arising when we effectuate this analysis, is those of the over¬

lapping region existence, as well of the agreement between the inner and the

outer limits. Sometimes it is possible to prove the existence by perturbative
expansions of both inner and outer solutions, when we verify the asymptotic
matching at all powers of ô. In the common case such a procedure is much

too complicate. The existence of the overlapping regions will be assumed in

the present work.

It is important to distinguish between the solution itself and its approxima¬
tion, which we get as the result of this analysis. The approximative solution

doesn't necessary converge to the exact one. The success of the boundary layer
theory consists in the possibility to get the approximations in the cases, where

the original equations are not exactly soluble.

The detailed description of singular perturbative methods can be found, for

example, in [3].



Chapter 3

Premixed flames

Laminar premixed flames exist in the uniform mixture of gases. First let us

consider the basic problem of premixed combustion, the plane flame.

A wavelike one-dimensional flame propagates through the cold fresh gases

mixture, converting them into the hot products. The constant speed of prop¬

agation of the flame with respect to fresh gases is called burning velocity, or

laminar flame speed Sl

The flame thickness lp is expressed in terms of the burning velocity as

lF = W^ (3.1)

with the diffusivity X/cp ,
evaluated at reference temperature Tre/ ; pu is the

density of the fresh gases.

Because of its similarity with waves' properties, the process of laminar pre¬
mixed combustion is often also referred to as a deflagration wave.

Let us consider a coordinate system, attached to the deflagration wave with

the x -axis chosen to be flow oriented; the y -axis coincides with the flame front.

We also consider one-step irreversible process:

F-+P.

25
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The mass balance through the flame implies

PbUt = PfUf - M. (3.2)

where subscripts b and / correspond to the values in burnt and fresh gases

respectively.

Under these conditions the equations for temperature and mass fractions

take form:

dT d f dT\ _

Mc»dx-=dx-{X^)-h^

dx dx \ dx }

(3.3)

We combine both equations in such a way that the reaction term is eliminated,
and get:

McpdT dYi
_

1 d ( dT\ d ( udYi\
h\ dx dx h\dx\ dxj dx \ dx j

Integrating this equation over x
, together with condition Y = 0 for x -t oo

,

we get the expression for the adiabatic temperature of the burnt gas:

A?
Tb = Tf + ^-Ylf. (3.5)

We choose the non-dimensional coordinate system x
— x/l, with the charac¬

teristic length / = X/Mcp ,
and the reference temperature is T = Tcp/h\ .

The above equations take the form:

dT d?T D
Zr=ZTT+ T71YVllTai exp(-0/T),
dx dx2 M2 '

,„ „x

(3.6)

dYx 1 cPYi D
, „ , , ,

dx Le dx2 M2 1 '

Here 6 is the non-dimensional activation temperature, and Le = X/cpDn is

the Lewis number of fuel. The Lewis number is the inverse of the characteristic

fuel length. The fuel concentration profile thickness 6p decreases for fixed
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Figure 3.1: Typical temperature and mass fraction profiles.

flame thickness St
,
if Le > 1, and increases for Le < 1.

Typical temperature and mass fraction profiles are presented on Figure 3.1.

3.1 Hydrodynamic limit

From the hydrodynamical point of view, the flame thickness, which is propor¬
tional to X/Mcp ,

is typically small compare to the fluid characteristic lengths.
In this case, the flame can be seen as a surface of discontinuity, propagating
in the direction, normal to itself, (see Figure 3.2) The corresponding jump
conditions on the surface are

Pf(Vnf + V) = Pb(Vnb + V), Vtf = Vtb,

Pf
~ Pf{Vnf + V)2 =pb + Pb(Vnb + V)2.

(3.7)

Here V is the speed of the front propagation into the fresh gases mixture in

the normal direction, T& and v„f + V are the adiabatic temperature and flame

speed relative to the fresh gas.

The stationary premixed flame refracts the streamlines of the flow, that is a
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Burnt gases

Figure 3.2: Flame front, seen as a surface of discontinuity

direct consequence of the jump conditions across the flame front. We show this

process schematically on Figure 3.3. The streamlines turn toward its normal.

Moreover, in the case of non-uniform flame front vorticity is generated, as

we can show through the equation of vorticity generation

v x w = -Vp+ ~V(t;2),
P 2

where w is the vorticity, v the fluid velocity, and p is the pressure.

The equation for the tangential component of the left-hand side is

(3.8)

ldp 1 d
2 2

(3.9)

with vn and vt normal and tangential components of the velocity. If we mul¬

tiply the above expression with the density p, we get

2 v P ®
1

pVnW = —5-(p + pvn)+ Vnj-(pvn) ~ -j-[vt ).
d

a1
d

ldt( 2dV
(3.10)

We evaluate this expression on the both sides of the flame front, substract them

and get

PtVfn (wh - wt) = -(pt - pb)g^K2). (3-11)
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:sh Burnt
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/ Vf

Uf

n

Figure 3.3: Refraction of the streamlines by hydrodynamic front

This is an estimation of the vorticity jump, and in case of the non-planar flame

front, the expression on the right-hand side is non-zero; thus the vorticity is

produced.

Landau and Darrieu [12], [24] was the first investigated the deflagration
wave flame instabilities. They have shown that the planar flame propagating
in the uniform mixture is always unstable under perturbations. The kinetic

argument justifying this instability is that the flame propagation in the direc¬

tion, normal to itself, increases its curvature. Self-intersections appear at some

moment (see Figure 3.4). Numerical simulations show the break-up into the

flame cells.

However, the evidence of the existence of stable planar flame follows from
the laboratory experiments. In fact, the diffusive-thermal effects allow the

flame to stabilize. Namely, the part of the flame front with large curvature

that is advanced in the unburnt mixture, will be surrounded by the gases at

low temperature.The diffusive processes have to be completed before the reac¬

tion takes place. In the case of reactants with small diffusivities (or Le > 1 ),
the heat loss cannot be balanced fast enough by reactants diffusion. This mech¬

anism leads to the flame stabilization.
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discontinuity
of the flame

front

Figure 3.4: Evolution of the flame front.

The flame instabilities can also be caused by chemical kinetics, acoustics,
diffusivity, etc.

3.2 Activation-energy asymptotics

In order to perform the analysis of the flame structure, we apply perturba¬
tive methods. The boundary-value problem with flame propagation velocity as

eigenvalue is defined. The solutions for temperature and this eigenvalue will be
found as asymptotic series with respect to the inverse of Zeldovich parameter,
defined below.

The main assumption to be done is that the reaction rate is maximal in the

immediate vicinity of the maximum temperature, and decreases exponentially
elsewhere. In this context, the reaction is supposed to take place in a small

vicinity of the maximal temperature, |T — Tmax\ < e, e > 0, called a flame
sheet.

Arrhenius law is a consequence of a strong temperature dependence of the
reaction rate. This dependence can be measured with the help of Zeldovich
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parameter ß,

ß = E(Tb-T0)/(RTb2). (3.12)

E is the activation energy, and S/ß characterizes the thickness of the reaction

zone. This parameter reflects the fact, that the reaction rate influences the

process only in a thin zone around the flame, of order 0(1/ß)
Under these conditions, the problem can be identified as a singular perturba¬
tive one, and has to be treated with help of matched asymptotic expansions
method, described for example in [3].

In the asymptotic limit ß —> oo the normal to the flame sheet is well de¬

fined. We choose the a;-axis to coincide with this normal. We combine the

both equations for temperature and mixture fraction in such a way, that the

reaction source term is eliminated, prescribing at the boundaries

Yp = Ypn, T = 1 — a for x = —oo,

(3.13)
YF = 0, T = 1 for x = oo.

The temperature can be explicitly expressed in terms of the mass fraction:

T = 1 - a(YF/Y0), (3.14)

where the parameter a is defined as

Tb-To
a =

Tb

Thus, it is sufficient to consider the equation for mass fraction only. We change
the coordinate system £ = pvx ,

normalize the mass fraction Y — Yp/Y0 ,
and

finally get a new equation for mass fraction Y :

d2Y dY
-

-j7
= AF" exp(-/?r/(l - ay)), (3.15)

de #

where

A = Aexp(-ß)Y0n-'/(pvy (3.16)

is the burning-rate eigenvalue.
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We are looking for solution F(£) as well as eigenvalue A
.

As already mentioned, in the limit ß -)• oo, the reaction rate is negligible,
except for the small values of Y

.
Outside this region the reaction term can be

dropped, and the solution is easily found:

Y = 1 - exp(0, i < 0,V '

(3.17)
Y = l, £>0.

In the immediate vicinity of the flame front, £ = 0, a boundary layer forms.

We stretch the coordinates in this zone in an appropriate way, introducing

' = *'
(-S,

We get the new equation

§ - ^ = A/T<"+iy exp(-2//(l - ß-Hy)). (3.19)

In order to get a solution valid everywhere, the "inner" solution has to be
matched with the "outer" one:

dy
- > — 1, for 77 ->-oo,
dv (3.20)

y -> 0, for n ->• oo.

Further, the function y and the eigenvalue A are developed in series in ß~l ,

y = yo + ß~1yi + ---,

3-2i
A = ßn+1(A0+ß-1Ai + ...).

The sequence of problems (y0, A0), (t/i , Ai ),... to be solved "iteratively". First

we put ß~x = 0 and the equation for y0 is of the form

d2yo
-j-Y

= A0y0 exp(-7/o) (3.22)

together with boundary conditions

y'o(-oo) = -1, yo(oo) = 0. (3.23)
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The above equation is easily solved once we've introduced

*-£• ^

Then the new equation

2 dy0
= Ao2/0"exp(-2/o) (3-25)

is integrated subject to boundary conditions (3.23), with the eigenvalue Ao
defined as

A0=(2j°°ySexp(-yo)dyo) . (3.26)

If we are interested in a higher order approximations for the burning velocity
eigenvalue, the successive values for Ai , A2 ,

etc. can also be found. With the

burning velocity in hand, the comparison with numerics and experiments can

be done.

In the above example only one-dimensional flame was considered. This lead

us to ordinary differential equations for temperature and mass fraction. The

analogous analysis will be done in Chapter 5 in two-dimensional case, where

the partial derivatives appear.

We also have to mention here the "ill-possedeness" of the burning-velocity
eigenvalue problem, or so-called "cold boundary difficulty". The boundary
condition Y(—00) = 1 cannot be satisfied, since for the value of Y equal to

one, the reaction term is Aexp(—ß/(l — a)). This value is small for large
ß, but doesn't vanish, what would imply the infiniteness of the burning ve¬

locity, that is physically impossible. This fact is a direct consequence of the

non-vanisheness of the Arrhenius rate.
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Chapter 4

Non-premixed flames

Non-premixed combustion is a process, occurring when fuel and oxidizer are

separated initially. This type of combustion is especially appropriate for the in¬

dustrial applications, because it is mixture controlled and moreover, the flame
doesn't propagate dislike in the premixed case.

The non-premixed flame is evidently governed by diffusion mechanisms, we

also call such a flame "diffusion flame".

To characterize the process, the mixture fraction (the proportion of fuel and
oxidizer in the mixture) is introduced:

vYF-Yo + Yo,2
Z=

vYp^Yo,
' (41)

where Yp and Yo are the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions, corresponding to

any state of combustion between burnt and unburnt states. The mass fractions

Yp,i and Yq,i are the mass fractions of fuel in the fuel stream and of oxidizer
in the oxidizer stream respectively, and v is the stoichiometric oxidizer-to-fuel
mass ratio.

From the definition of the mixture fraction we see that the mixture fraction
varies between zero in the oxidizer stream and one in the fuel stream.

This value is a conserved scalar, which conservation equation has the form

^-t(pZ) + V.(pvZ) = V-(pvVZ). (4.2)

35
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Let us suppose the solution of the equation (4.2) to take a functional form

Z(x,t). Then the stoichiometric iso-surface can be defined as

Z = Zst-

In the limit of fast reaction, the reaction zone is associated with a small vicinity
of the iso-surface Z = Zst.

The burning velocity in the non-premixed situation depends mainly on the

fuel-air equivalence ratio

j.
vYf'u

(a 0\
4> = ^r^, (4.3)

*0,u

where Ff,« and Yo,u are the fuel mass fractions of fuel and oxidizer in the

unburnt mixture.

This value is related to the mixture fraction through

Z(l - Zst)

The first solution of the diffusion flame problem was proposed by Burke and

Schumann [9]. They associated the flame surface with the zero surface for mass

fractions,

YF = Yo = 0. (4.5)

The concentrations and temperatures can be then written in terms of the mix¬

ture fraction Z. The stoichiometric value of mixture fraction is calculated

from the equations for mass fractions and equal to

Zst = (1 + YFfiWovolYofiWFup)-x (4.6)

and the formulae for temperature are obtained:

T{Z) = TU{Z) +
q fg Z, Z<ZsU
CpVpWp

t(z) = tu(z) +
, r;

z, z > zst,

q°Yo,2
_ „

(4.7)

cpv'0Wo
'

TU(Z) = T2 + Z(T1-T2).
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0 Zst 1

Figure 4.1: Adiabatic temperature as function of mixture fraction

Here T\ and T2 are the initial temperatures of fuel and oxidizer respectively.
The adiabatic temperature solutions are depicted in Figure 4.1. We see that

the maximum temperature is reached in the burnt gas along stoichiometric
surface Z = Zst.

The characteristic time scale of non-premixed combustion is also associated

with the mixture fraction. We define the scalar dissipation rate as

X = 2D\VZ\2, (4.8)

with diffusivity D.

The time scale of non-premixed combustion is defined as the inverse of the

quenching value of scalar dissipation rate Xq This characteristic value can

be thought of as a value, corresponding to the situation, where the heat loss

cannot be balanced by the chemical reaction heat release, and quenching occurs.

As there is no characteristic velocity, in the contrary to the premixed case,
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we define the length scale for diffusion combustion as

(4.9)
V a

where a is the velocity gradient.

The thickness associated with diffusion flame is

(AZ)p =Ä (4.10)
y la

This is the thickness of the reaction zone together with the surrounding dif¬
fusive layers. We see that the diffusive flame thickness is not constant, as in

the case for premixed combustion, but is a function of the local flow properties.

If we suppose that chemical time scales are small or, in the other words,
that chemical reactions are completed much faster then any changes in the un¬

derlying fluid flow occur, it makes sense to consider the limit of infinitely fast

chemistry. This limit is a common approach in turbulent combustion modelling.
The reaction zone can be then associated with infinitely thin layer Z = Zst,
or, equivalently, with iso-surface <j> = 1 in the 4> -space.

4.1 Flamelet's concept

In the case of turbulent flow, the results from laminar diffusion flames mod¬

elling can also be applied through the so-called "flamelet concept".

The hypothesis of the infinitely fast chemistry allows us to associate the
flame zone with a surface Z = Zst

Moreover, we consider the equal diffusivities of fuel and oxidizer, i.e.

Lep = Leo — 1-

The common diffusivity coefficient is introduced,
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In this case, the zero Mach number combustion equations for temperature and

mixture fraction are

DZ

P^
= V-(pDVZ),

DT
, , „

dp
p-^=V-(pDVT) + QR+1£.

(4.11)

Dt dt

An orthogonal coordinate system associated with stoichiometric iso-surface

is introduced locally. One coordinate is chosen to be perpendicular to Z = Zst,
the two others lie on the iso-surface. The next step is to transform this coordi¬

nate system into curvilinear coordinates, where the first coordinate is Z itself,
and the former two are kept. The new time is equal to the old one, r = t.

In this way, the mixture fraction becomes an independent variable, and

equation for Z is eliminated. With the help of following transformation rules,

d a dz d

dt~ Ifr^'di'dZ''
a

dxk

d dZ d

Wk
+
ô*7oz

for k = 2>3>

d dZ d

dx\ dxi dZ

(4.12)

the temperature equation transforms into

dT
_

dT dT\ d{pD)dT d(pD) dT

dx2 dZ2 dx3 dZ3or dZ2 dZ3

-pD
d2T dZ

+ 2
d2T

+ 2-
dZ d2T

dx2dZdZ2 dx3dZdZ3
+
dz2

+
dz2

=«*+!•

(4.13)

As in the boundary-layer situation, the derivative in Z -direction is the dom¬

inating one, all the others can be neglected. The time derivative doesn't play
big role in the case, where the chemical changes are slow, and finally we get the

one-dimensional stationary equation for temperature, describing the laminar
diffusion flamelet:
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\d2T

Hfe* = °* (4.i4)

here x is the scalar dissipation rate.

In this case the temperature is a function of the mixture fraction and is

described by one-dimensional equation. Thus, the diffusion flame can be con¬

sidered as a collection of quasi-steady one-dimensional infinitely thin laminar

flamelets. This leads to a nice geometrical reactive flow description, where the

dynamical properties of flamelets are analyzed.

However, the flamelet's concept is valid only under certain conditions on

the scalar dissipation rate.

Let us denote by Xst the scalar dissipation rate under stoichiometric con¬

ditions,

where only the derivative in the direction, normal to the iso-line Z = Zst is

considered, since the tangential gradient component is zero. For turbulent com¬

bustion modelling we replace the mean scalar dissipation rate with its mean

value, Xst

The laminar flamelet exists then only for the values of the stoichiometric
scalar dissipation rate, that are smaller then some critical value Xq '

Xst<X„ (4-16)

For the values of Xst, exceeding the critical one, quenching occurs, and the
one-dimensional flamelets concept is not valid anymore.

4.2 Activation-energy asymptotics for diffusive

flames

Let us introduce the Damköhler number, that is the ratio of diffusive and chem¬
ical time scales,
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Da =
^ (4.17)

The infinitely fast chemistry corresponds to the limit Da —» oo .
The opposite

situation, Da -t 0 corresponds to the absence of combustion, or pure mixing.

For moderate values of Damköhler numbers, Da = 0(1), the activation-

energy asymptotic analysis can be effectuated. We will demonstrate the method

on the example of counterflow flame.

We introduce a new variable £ , representing the stretching around the sto¬

ichiometric iso-surface,

i = ß(Z- Zst). (4.18)

Here ß is Zeldovich number,

E(Tst-Tfst)
P

2Zst(l-Zst)RT2t-
t4ayj

The non-dimensionalized temperature y is introduced,

with

7 = 2Zst - 1 - 2Zst(l - Zst)TF°'^°°, (4.21)
J-st — J-fst

here Tfc is the frozen temperature along the stoichiometric surface, Z = Z8t
In terms of these new variables, the equation for temperature takes the form

de
= 2?a(v -r)exp(-(i/ + 70). (4.22)

This equation is integrated numerically together with the matching conditions

-j->±1, for £-»±oo. (4.23)
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Figure 4.2: S-response

The Damköhler number Da in our case is defined then as

Da =

YopApex^-E/RpTst)

2pD\VZ\2stZstß*
(4.24)

The response of the maximal temperature to the various Damköhler numbers
is presented on the Figure 4.2.. For small Da there exists a stable solution,
corresponding to the cold flow; in the region of large Da ,

i.e. the values, corre¬

sponding to the fast chemistry processes, a stable burning solution exists. For
the values of Da of order of unity the "catastrophe" scenario can be observed:
there are three possible solutions: on the lower, upper, and middle branch. The
last one is recognized to be unstable: the situation changes suddenly, once the

ignition value of Damköhler number, Dai is reached, the ignition occurs. By
decrease from the large values the extinction limit Dap is attained, and we

are on the lower branch again.

We will come back to this instability phenomena in our description of the

triple flames.

The steadiness analysis of the lower and upper branches is demonstrated in
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the next section on the example of a stirred reactor.

4.3 Steady-state solutions for one-dimensional

combustion in stirred reactor

Consider the system of equations in non-dimensional units, describing the com¬

bustion process in a stirred reactor:

dY
— = 1 - F - DaY exp(-E/T),
dt

(4.25)
irp

—- = 1 - T + QDaYexp(-EfT),
dt

with non-dimensional Damköhler number Da, activation energy E and heat

of combustion Q.

In the present context the Damköhler number is defined in a somewhat

different way from the previous cases, namely

Da = Atu, (4.26)

where the pre-exponential factor A is those from the Arrhenius reaction rate

law, and tv is a characteristic time length.

By the linear combination of both equations the reaction term can be elim¬

inated, and we get the dependence of temperature on mass fraction

T + QY = 1 + Q. (4.27)

Thus, the reaction can be described in terms of temperature only,

dT
— = 1 - T + DaN(T) (4.28)

with the non-linear operator N of reactive processes

N = (l + Q-T) exp(-E/T). (4.29)
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The maximum and minimum of the temperature are

y = l, Tmin = l,

y = o, Tmox = i + g.

The steady state of the temperature, Ts is obtained form the equation

0 = l-Ts + DaN(Ts). (4.31)

The solution has a typical S-curve profile, with two bifurcation turning points
of ignition and extinction, corresponding to the values of Damköhler numbers

Dai and Due Steady states corresponding to the upper and lower branches

of this curve are stable, they are connected by the non-stationary process of

ignition-extinction, or vice versa.

We will show this in more details below.

The turning bifurcation points are found from the equation

dDa

dTs

The Damköhler number can be expressed as

= 0. (4.32)

Da =

W7) (433)

and the new equation for the non-linear operator N is

N(Ts)-(Ts-1)^^ = 0 (4.34)

where

dN(TS)

dTs =N{Ts)(wîrhFs)- (4-35)

The solutions of the above quadratic equation are
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Tl E =
(2 + Q)±Qx/l-4(l+g)/gg

(4 36)hE
2(1+ Q/E)

V '

The solutions exist for the values of activation energy

E > 4(1 + Q)/Q. (4.37)

The approximative expressions in the asymptotic limit of large activation

energy E —» oo
,
are

TE = 1 + Q -

Ti = l + 1/E,

(1+Ç)2 (4-38)

E

To study the upper branch of the steady state solution up to the extinction

point, we write down the steady state temperature

Ts = 1 + Q - ey, (4.39)

with e to be determined.

We expand the inverse of the steady state temperature,

1 1 ey
,

;+,-, ,V,v>- (4-40)
Ts 1 + Q (1 + Q)2'

This expression is substituted into those for the steady state temperature
(4.31), to get

0 = -Q + ey + Daeyexp (-^j exp (-(ïf^J (4-41)

The second term vanishes in the limit e -> 0. In this limit, if we assume Q
to be of order unity, the balance between the first and the third terms requires
Damköhler number to be large. Depending on the activation energy, there are

two limit cases:
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(I) E=0(1).

This implies e = 1/Da, and consequently the Damköhler number is large.
In this case

y = Qexp(Y^\ (4.42)

and the steady state temperature

rs = 1 + g_*_e^_|_). (4.43)

This expression describes the upper branch of the S-shaped curve for small

activation energies, and is not able to predict the extinction turning point.

(II) E is asymptotically large.

In this case the expression in the second exponential yields to the expression
for e,

«-a^. (4-44)

The balance of the terms on the right hand side of (4.41) means this time,
that

Da(l + Q)2 ( E \
Ô=

EQ eXP{-ÎTQ)
(445)

is of order of unity. The condition on Damköhler number is then

£»a~e-1exp((l + g)/e),for e ->• 0. (4.46)

These limits lead to the new equation

l = ôyexp(-y) (4.47)
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and y can be determined.

The equation has two solutions for 8 > e
,
one of them corresponds to the

upper branch of the S-curve, and the second one to the intermediate branch.

If we want to show the stability of the steady-state solutions, the small

temperature perturbation

T = TS + T'(t) (4.48)

has to be introduced into the original temperature equation. This leads us to

the equation for perturbation:

dT'
— =-XT', (4.49)

with

dN(Ts)
,

dDa

x=1-Da~iw-=N^m- (450)

The solution to (4.49) is

T1 = %exp(-Xt). (4.51)

The perturbations are decaying for increasing Damköhler numbers, conse¬

quently the corresponding solution is stable. This is true for upper and lower

branches, and not for the intermediate branch.

4.4 Conclusions

The above analysis concerned with two idealized situations, premixed and non-

premixed regimes. However, in the case of non-premixed combustion the pro¬

cesses of quenching lead to the situations, where propagating flames form at

the edge of the diffusive flame. The one-dimensional flamelet's approach fails

in this case. A new model is needed, the one unifying the properties of both

premixed and diffusive flames. Such a model will be introduced in the next

chapter, and the analytical approaches to both regimes will be used to describe

this new structure.
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Chapter 5

Triple flame

5.1 Introduction

In Chapters three and four we considered two combustion regimes: premixed,
where the flame propagates into the fresh gases mixture, leaving totally burnt

products behind it; and the non-premixed regime, where fuel and oxidizer are

separated initially, so that the diffusion flame forms in a neighborhood of the

stoichiometric iso-surface.

During long time these two models dominated combustion research, till in

1965 Phillips observed experimentally propagating structures in non-premixed
mixture of gases. This experiment results showed, that the "real" flames are

not purely premixed or diffusive. In fact, diffusion flames exhibit the flame

propagation property. This regime, where both diffusive and advective pro¬

cesses are present, is called partially premixed combustion.

To model this regime, we suppose that the flame propagation in partially
premixed regime happens along the iso-stoichiometric surfaces Zs, where the

laminar burning velocity is close to its maximum. This propagation generates
a structure, called triple or edge flame, consisting of two premixed brunches,
lean and rich, and trailing diffusive flame, (see Figure 5.2) This flame possesses

a curved flame front, since the burning velocity attains its maximum at max¬

imum of the reaction rate and decreases away from iso-stoichiometric surface

The triple flame was assigned to play a significant role in the ignition-
extinction mechanism of partially premixed combustion. The round jet flame

stabilization over the nozzle was also attributed to the quenching mechanism

49
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of the diffusion flame, the triple flame playing stabilizing role in this case.

The two-dimensional flamelet model allows to describe the multidimensional

quenching of partially premixed flames. To characterize the quenching process,

we introduce the Damköhler number (i.e. the ratio of characteristic diffusion

and chemical time scales),

Da= —.

For small values of Da the reactive zone is broad. The time needed by reaction

to be completed is then so high, that the intermediate step products are able

to escape, that leads to non-equilibria.

In chapter four we introduced the S -curve, that is the response of one

of the flame characteristics (like maximum temperature, for example) to the

Damköhler number variation. We have seen, that there are three regions: two

of them, corresponding to very small and relatively large values of Damköhler

numbers, are stable. The third one, that was assigned as "middle branch", is a

region of the instability effects, or the region of the partially premixed flames

existence. The points De and Di on the boundaries of these stability regions
are the turning points of the bifurcation from the stable solutions to the inter¬

mediate partially premixed solution. If Da > De ,
the hot solution transforms

abruptly into the cold one. We see from the Figure 4.2, that the hot flame

solution persists trough the region of the cold solution existence, that lead to

partially burning.

The one-dimensional flamelet approach is not valid anymore in the regions
of small Damköhler numbers where quenching occurs.

Once the diffusive flamelet quenched, we observe at the edge of it the triple
flame. This flamelet is a two-dimensional one, the lateral diffusion playing es¬

sential role in keeping the diffusive flame "alive".

Mathematically speaking, the triple point is a point of intersection of the

iso-stoichiometric surface of the mixture fraction and a zero level set of the

G-equation solution for a field variable, (see Figure 5.1)

The triple flames, travelling along stoichiometric iso-surface, Z = Zst, are

sketched on the Figure 5.2. The main feature of the triple flame is its ability to

propagate, both with positive and negative velocities. The positive propaga¬
tion downstream of the flow corresponds to the blow-out; negative propagation
plays an essential role in the flame stabilization. The propagation velocity,
attributed to the triple flame, indicates for example the dynamical behaviour
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Figure 5.1: Triple flame in the non-uniform mixture of gases.

premixed
branches

lean

Figure 5.2: Local triple flame propagation along iso-stoichiometric surface.
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of the flame holes formation.

The free boundary problem of the triple flame propagation was investigated
both theoretically and numerically under different assumptions on the mixture

fraction gradient and heat release (see for example [14], [15], [17], [19], [27],
[39]). The analytical approaches furnished us the expressions for the triple
flame propagation, that was compared with results from direct numerical sim¬

ulations.

In their theoretical studies J. Dold [11], L. Hartley and J. Dold [19] derived

the analytical expressions for the triple flame velocity under the assumption
of zero heat release. They also observed the relationship between the mixture

fraction gradient and velocity of the triple flame propagation. The small gra¬
dients of the mixture fraction increase the velocity, and vice versa.

Ruetsch, Vervisch and Linân [39] investigated numerically the effects of

heat release on the triple flames. They showed, that the mixture fraction is

not independent from the heat release, but that the mixture fraction gradient
is modified in front of the flame.

Consequently, these effects of the heat release have to be included in the

analytical description of the flame propagation.

S. Ghosal and L. Vervisch [17] introduced small, but non-zero heat-release

in their analysis of two-dimensional symmetric triple flamelet. They considered

the flame in the moving frame, the x -axis was associated with diffusion flame

and y -axis was chosen to be tangent to the flame front, (see Figure 5.3) The

flame front in this work was approximated by a hyperbolic profile of unknown

curvature, that allowed to overcome the difficulty of the original free-boundary
problem.

The triple flames play also an essential role in the stabilization of lifted

round jets. When inflow velocity exceeds some critical value, the flame de¬

taches from the burner and moves downstream. It was observed, that this

situation doesn't necessary lead to blow-out of the flame, but the flame can be

stabilized at some distance from the fuel exit, called lift-off height.(see Figure
5.4)

In their paper Müller, Breitenbach and Peters [33] investigated this stabi¬

lization property in case of the lifted turbulent jet. They derived an expression
for turbulent burning velocity, accounting the partially premixed flame prop¬

agation along the iso-surface of stoichiometric mixture, as well as the flamelet
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Figure 5.3: Two-dimensional triple flame model.

quenching. They noted the importance of the flamelet quenching for the sta¬

bilization of lifted flames.

Favier and Vervisch [14] also studied the lift-off mechanism of turbulent

non-premixed flames, indicating the benefit of the triple flame from the vortic¬

ity, as well as two different behaviours of the triple flame, that of stabilization

and that of blow-out.

Boulanger, Réveillon, Vervisch and Ghosal [5] applied the results from the

two-dimensional laminar triple flamelet modelling to the lifted jet flame, which

is in fact axisymmetric. They effectuated the direct numerical simulations of

the lifted round diffusion flame base and compared their theoretical results with

those they got from DNS.

In order to get an idea how does the triple flame on the base of lifted round

jet look like, we present on Figure 5.5 the contour lines for temperature and

reaction rate from these simulations. The parabolic form of triple flame is

associated with the iso-lines of reaction rate. The maximum temperature is

attained close to the maximum of the reaction rate.
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\ z=z
st

lifted flame base

lift-off height

Figure 5.4: Round lifted diffusion jet flame.
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Figure 5.5: Iso-contours of temperature (left) and reaction rate (right) from

DNS by Boulanger et al..
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5.2 Problem formulation

We investigate the dynamical behaviour of the triple (or edge) flame, forming
on the base of the lifted laminar jet flame, over the fuel exit. In practice we

would like to stabilize the lifted flame over the burner, in order to avoid the

damages caused by the high temperatures on the burner itself. We'd like to be

able to control the propagation velocity (and, consequently, the lift-off height),
by given mixture fraction and velocity of the gases on the fuel exit.

The goal of the present paper is to derive the expressions for velocity in

dependence on mixture fraction gradient and small density variations, similar

to those of [17], with the flame base radius taken in account. We will introduce

the dependence on the radius of the flame base in a parametric way. The results

we obtain are compared with those of the planar case, as well as the numeri¬

cal simulations of the round jet. We will see, that the jet radius makes flame

propagate faster, and the under-prediction of the lift-off height is corrected.

To derive the formulae for triple flame propagation velocity, the method of

asymptotic expansions in the vicinity of the flame front is applied. In order to

keep the 'non-local' influence of the jet radius, we introduce this radius as a

fixed constant in the two-dimensional axisymmetric equations, which are then

reduced to the planar case. This procedure allows us to treat the problem as

a perturbative one in the vicinity of the flame, keeping at the same time the

correction that is due to the axisymmetrical nature of the problem.

Surprisingly, we get a very good agreement with numerical experiments,
even though the radial component dependence replaced by its approximation
in the vicinity of the triple point.

The flame shape in our work is considered to be parabola of unknown cur¬

vature, following Ghosal and Vervisch [17], who showed the validity of such an

approximation in the planar case. The curvature is found then as a part of the

solution by matching procedure.

We also obtain the closed expressions for temperature and velocity in de¬

pendence on the flame curvature and flame base radius.

The triple flamelet in partially premixed regime, consisting of two premixed
(lean and rich) branches and of a trailing diffusion flame, propagates along the

stoichiometric iso-surface of the mixture fraction. The flame is stabilized at a

point, where velocity of the outcoming jet equals the propagation triple flame

velocity.
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r=r0

Figure 5.6: Sketch of the coordinate system

The chemical processes are described by a one-step reaction: i/0 molecules of

fuel (molecular mass mo ) react with v\ molecules of oxidizer (molecular mass

m\ ) to form vp molecules of product (molecular mass mp ). We also suppose

the reaction to be infinitely fast, that allows us to think about the premixed
flame front as a surface.

5.3 Mathematical modelling

The main goal of the present work is to keep at leading order the influence of

the flame base radius on the triple flame ring propagation. For this purpose,

we consider the "idealized" situation, where the line of the iso-stoichiometry
stays parallel to the mean flow direction, (see Figure 5.6)

This assumption allows us to introduce local coordinate frame, attached to
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the triple flame and keep the dependence on the flame base radius in the same

time. The x -axis is chosen in the direction of the flow and coincides with

stoichiometric iso-surface Z = Zst, the radial component r is perpendicular
to it, with r = r0 determining the position of the diffusive flame for positive
x .

In the frame, where the triple flame is stationary, the velocity of interest is

those of the jet, issuing from infinity, U = Uoo

The low Mach number equations, derived in the previous chapter, are re¬

written in cylinder coordinates (r,x,4>)

We write down the transport equations for species and mixture fraction,
as well as energy equation. We consider the laminar flow, so that the viscos¬

ity effects can be neglected, and the velocity components are described by the

continuity equation only.

By definition of the triple flame, both characteristics of the diffusive and

premixed behaviours are exhibited by these flames. Consequently, in order to

analyze the flame structure, both methods from premixed and non-premixed
flame analysis have to be applied.

We write down the equations in cylindrical coordinates, and after pass to the

local analysis, introducing the local parabolic-cylinder coordinates, matching
the form of the flame (supposed to be parabola of a curvature to be deter¬

mined), in the flame vicinity.

The perturbative methods for mixing layers are applied in order to find

an approximative solution of our problem. All the quantities are developed in

series with respect to the small parameter a, characterizing the heat release.

Solutions are presented as asymptotical series with the terms up to the first

order.

We consider the diffusivity of reactants and to be equal, i.e. a unique dif¬

fusion coefficient k can be introduced.

5.3.1 Governing equations

The equations of zero Mach number combustion for unbounded domains of the

chapter two will be used here with some modifications, due to the new scaling
and axisymmetrical nature of the problem.

First of all, the following non-dimensionalization is done:
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• the reference velocity is chosen to be Uœ ,
which is the unknown velocity

of the triple flame propagation.

• appropriate length scale is given by diffusion length k/Uoo .

All the equations are transformed in the dimensionless cylinder coordinates

(r,X) = (rU00/k,xU00/k) (5.1)

where the (r, x) are the coordinates in physical space.

We recall here, that both equations for mass fractions Yq and Y\ can be

combine in order to get the passive scalar equation in physical space for the

mixture fraction Z :

DZ

P^t
= k?°°V2Z- (5-2)

The mass fractions can be also expressed in terms of the mixture fraction:

r0 = (T0-T)^p + Z, (5.3)

Y1 = (T0-T)^^ + Z + 1. (5.4)

The maximum temperature Ts is reached just behind the flame surface, along
the stoichiometric line, where the combustion is complete. We can find this

value Ts, putting Z = Zs = 1/(1 + f) (here f = (vifii)/(votMi) ) and Y0 = 0

in the equations above:

TS = T0+
Q *

=r0 + 7
S

t-. (5.5)
nioUoCp 1 + r

[mou0 + m\V\)Cp

This value Ts is then used in order to construct the non-dimensional temper¬
ature 6 :

T — T
Q = —^, (5.6)

that characterizes the thermal changes across the flame. T0 is the temperature
far upstream.
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Moreover, we introduce two parameters, that will be useful for our asymp¬

totical analysis. The first one, a, characterizes the amount of heat, released

into the flame,

q =
Ts-T0

1 +
(m0u0 +miVi)cpTQ

Q

-i

(5.7)

The second parameter we introduce is the already well-known Zeldovich

parameter ß ,
that is used in the description of the inner structure of the flame

surface,

ß = <^-
Ts

(5.8)

In practice, Zeldovich parameter is moderately large. We will analyse the prob¬
lem in the useful activation energy asymptotic limit, ß -> oo .

The equations, describing reactive flow, will be transformed into:

• reactive-diffusive equation for non-dimensional temperature,

de dQ\

wlufr+vdx) =

1 SO 920 d2<?> #1 - ©)

l-a(l-G).
(5.9)

where

Z(x,y) = (x-yy°[(l-x)+r(l-y)Y (5.10)

and the burning rate eigenvalue A is defined by

u
2

'

cpTsa (1 + r)"o+«'i

• passive scalar equation for mixture fraction,

dZ dZ\ IdZ dZ2 d2Z

dr dXl r dr dr2 dX2
'

(5.11)

(5.12)
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• continuity equation

- (wur) + -^-
= 0. (5.13)

mpo
As density is related to the temperature through p = -——

,
we write down

kb-L
the new expression for dimensionless density as function of heat release:

1 - a(l - Ö)

The above set of equations is to be solved prior to boundary conditions

e(r,-oo) = 0, (5.15)

and

*„»)-{ «-*>/"-z«: -<-. (».»)

Together with these boundary conditions, equation (5.9) defines an elliptic
boundary eigenvalue problem in A

,
that is related to the flame speed through

(5.11).

The boundary conditions for mixture fraction are:

Z = 1 in the fuel stream,
Z = 0 in the oxidizer stream

1
Z = Zs = under stoichiometric conditions.

1 + r

Several remarks have to be done on the equation (5.12) for mixture frac¬

tion. As we noted in the introduction, there is a strong dependence of the flame

propagation velocity on the mixture fraction gradient. For this reason, we are

interesting in the mixture fraction gradient rather then in the exact solution
for Z. Following this idea, we develop the solution for Z in Taylor series in

the vicinity of the stoichiometric surface, r = ro ,
and keep the linear part only.

This local approximation of the mixture fraction will be considered further in

our analysis.
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5.3.2 Perturbative analysis

In our new formulation we recognize the mixing layer equations, that define a

singular perturbative problem. The temperature undergoes the crucial changes
in the vicinity of the flame front, so that two different solutions have to be

found. We apply the asymptotic matching methods, discussed in chapter two,
in order to match both solutions and to determine the burning rate eigenvalue
A.

We consider the case of small, but finite heat release,

a <C 1. (5.17)

By this, the original equations are linearized, and the initial problem is simpli¬
fied considerably.

We start with the Ansatz:

e = e<°>+ae« + o(a2),

Z = Z^+aZ^+0(a2),
(5-18)

w = l + aw{1} +0(a2),

u = uW+auW+0(a2).

These expansions will be substituted into the respective equations for tem¬

perature, mixture fraction and velocity. The linearity of differential operators
allows us to equal the terms of the corresponding order on the left with those

on the right hand side. At the first step, the zero-order approximations are

found, then the first-order terms. In both cases the problems we get are the

singular perturbative problems, associated with mixing layers. As discussed in

chapter two, the matched asymptotic expansions are effectuated in the limit of

high activation energy.

The Theorem 1 of the previous chapter is used once again here, when we

want to decouple the divergence-free component of the velocity field from the

potential one. We recall, that the divergence-free component can be chosen in

arbitrary way, for example:

u = u(°) + u<1),
(5-19)

with u(°> = (0,l).

From (5.14) the immediate development of the non-dimensional density w has
form:
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w = l-a0(°)+O(a2). (5.20)

For a = 0 the density is equal to unity, i.e. tü(0) = 1, and in this case velocity

decouples form density, that allows us for arbitrary choice of the solenoidal

velocity part.

The simplified equations for temperature and mixture fraction are:

and

dX r dr dr2 dX2' { '

Due to the coordinate choice and problem formulation, only transversal

gradients "survive" in the equation of the mixture fraction:

1ÖZ <PZ_
r dr dr2

We consider the flame to be symmetric with respect to r = ro (here ro is

the radius of the flame base), so that the stoichiometric value is fixed at 1/2.
We develop solution of the equation (5.23) in the vicinity of r = r0 in Taylor
series, and get, prior to boundary conditions r — +00, Z —> 0

,
and r = r0 ,

Z = l/2:

Z=l[l+fi(r-r0)+O(r-r0)2] (5.24)

where

1 dZ

Zs dr

is the value of the mixture fraction gradient, prescribed at the inlet.

(5.25)

In the present work we handle the case of small mixture fraction gradient,
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H = 0(1/ß)

in the limit ß -¥ oo .

From the equation (5.23) for mixture fraction we can calculate the coeffi¬

cients in the Taylor expansion of Z, taking the derivatives on both sides and

evaluating them at the surface Z = Zst '

1 dZ

r0 dr

d2Z

dr2
(5.26)

It is evident, that all the coefficients of the Taylor's series for Z are of the or¬

der p — 0(1/ß). In particular, the second coefficient in the expansion (5.24) is

1

Ï7
-p =

d2z

dr2
(5.27)

If we consider a narrow region close to Z = Zs, defined by

1

\r -r0\ <

V?'
(5.28)

that is the region of thickness higher then those of the reactive zone, we can

re-write the solution for mixture fraction as

Z=-[l+fi(r-ro)} + 0(l/ß2). (5.29)

5.4 Activation-energy asymptotics

We study the basic equations in the activation-energy asymptotics (AEA) limit,
ß -> oo, already described for the one-dimensional planar diffusive flame in

previous chapter. Only "well-developed" triple flames are considered, i.e. the

flames with ßp ~ 0(1).

In the limit of large activation anergy, ß -> oo
,
there is a narrow zone of

thickness ~ 0(1/ß), forming in the vicinity of the flame zone. This zone is
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of a mixing-layer character, i.e. the components of the reactive flow undergo
abrupt changes within it, meaning the singularities formation for large ß .

The

problem is then recognized to be a singular perturbative one.

The method of matched asymptotic expansions is applied to find the solu¬

tion, consisting of two parts: the "outer solution", valid everywhere except in

the vicinity of the flame front, and the "inner solution", that connects smoothly
two branches (one in front and the other behind the flame), of the outer solu¬

tion.

While we consider the reaction zone to be infinitely small, the temperature
just behind the flame front may be obtained by setting Y\ = 0 (in the fuel

stream, r < ro ), or Yq = 0 (in the oxidizer stream, r > ro ), since the deficient

component is completely consumed.

The expression for temperature is obtained then from (5.3) and (5.4),

6 = 2(1 - Z) = 1 - p\r - r0| - 0(1/ß2). (5.30)

Ahead of the premixed flame the reaction-diffusion equation for temperature
is those of the cold flow,

dQ_=ld® d^G c^e
dX

~

r dr
+

dr2
+
dX2

' ( '

Under the coordinate transformation

0 = exp(X/2)F

equation (5.31) transforms into

( d2 ld\ d2 1

{d^+rd-r)F+dX^F=f- (5-32>

The next transformation

y/r
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delivers us the equation similar to those of the planar case, with the potential

In this equation the "non-local" forces are described as potential through
1

—- + 1. We'd like to keep only parametric dependence on this force, re¬

ducing afterwards the equations to the two-dimensional case in the vicinity of

the flame. We achieve this, keeping only the leading term of the potential in

1
the vicinity of r = ro ,

i.e. replacing potential force by constant c = 1
^.

This constant is supposed to be positive, that is equivalent to the condition

r0 > 1 (i.e. the radius of the flame base in large enough). In the opposite case

d d2
of the small radial components the term —- is simply approximated by 7—5-,

or dr*
i.e. we are back to the 2-D case.

Once the parabolic-cylinder coordinates

r - r0 = y/cCn (5.34)

are introduced, the problem is completely reduced to the local one, keeping
nevertheless the parametric dependence on radius of the flame base r = ro .

In

this new coordinates n = r)0 corresponds to the flame surface, n < % is the

zone behind the flame front, and n > rj0
- ahead of it.

Equation (5.33) is then transformed into

d2 f d2f 1

W+W~4c2{e + r'2)f = 0- (5>35)

By variables separation

f(Z,v)=M(Z)N(rl) (5.36)
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one gets

M" N" 1

ir+ir-i^2+"2) = 0- ^

The ordinary differential equations for functions M and N are

d2M ( 1
+ \P--Xe M(0 = O, (5.38)

de \
4

with p > 0, that is dictated by boundary conditions on temperature, and

d2N

dif (-P-Jcv)
+ [-p- -,c2n N(n) = 0. (5.39)

In the first equation we recognize the Schrödinger equation for one-dimensional

quantum harmonic oscillator. It is was shown (see [23]), that this equation
possesses solutions, limited at infinity, if the quantization condition for energy
levels p is fulfilled:

P=(n + ^\c, n = 0,l,2,.... (5.40)

The eigenfunctions Mn of Schrödinger equation are

M„(0 = exp (-^ j Hn I 4/ -£ | , (5.41)

where Hn are the Hermite polynomials, defined as

Hn(Oexp(-e) = (-ir-^exp(-e). (5.42)

The eigenfunctions Af„ to the second equation for p = I n + - c are

the parabolic-cylinder functions, with following asymptotic approximations for

large argument z :
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VM~*M-^---^[-{" + llt +m
+ --\

Via.,) ~ f-^ß)*~>» {l + "-'^'r372'^- } (5-43)

The functions V(a,z) growth exponentially at infinity, that is in contradiction

with boundary condition on temperature. Thus, only the functions U(a, z)
will be kept in order to construct an appropriate solution for temperature:

Nn(n)=u\ I n+-1,^77 (5.44)

The general solution to (5.31) in the vicinity of r = r0 will be of the form

1 I' yß

^=-exp
f
^2

- n2 + v2)] Y anMn(ONn(n) (5.45)

with coefficients an to be determined.

Regrouping the terms, we get the solution for temperature 0 :

6 = exp
V~c

(e+V2o-r,2) exp[ -jcf ) x

Xi~kHn (^) U(n + X/2'v^)- (5-46)

In order to determine the coefficients an ,
we use the orthonormality property

of Hermite polynomials,

j_~ Hn(z)Hm(z) exp(-z2) = | £,n,

as well as the boundary condition

Q(t,r)0) = l-p\C\r)0-O(l/ß2)

n^m
(5-47)

(5.48)
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(which follows from the continuity of the temperature across the flame surface).

The scalar product multiplication will be applied on both right and left

hand sides of (5.4), and the coefficients an are calculated:

r+00/n
. „

,,-iwr l.lc\ / CC2 C2
oi

-

M^i)i/„

^ -2)
«p

[-#
-

r)d [^ 2^
On = x/Fo

2"n!0Ft/(n + l/2,v^?o)
' (5"49)

The integrals in (5.49) are zero for odd n, because the integrand function is

symmetric with respect to £ = 0 in these cases. The integrals for even n

are convergent, provided exponential decreasing of integrands at infinity. They
contain the factor p and consequently are of the order 0(l/ß) .

The only
non-zero coefficient at leading order is üq .

The factor

exp
C-VCtf

is small compare to the order of c and will be neglected in further analysis.
(It is also possible to consider the estimation for temperature we get without

this factor as an upper bound for the temperature ahead of the premixed front.)

Thus, the following estimation can be done for the coefficient a0 :

a0
U(l/2,y/èno)

+ 0(l/ß) (5.50)

When we substitute the expressions for an in (5.45), we get the approximation
for temperature at leading order in 1/ß :

0(0) =
erfc Wh)
erfc (#»)

exp T-iV-'fl + o(i/ß). (5.51)

Once again, we neglect the factor exp
Vc

(V02-V2)

unity much slowly, then the erfc-function.

decaying from

The parabolic function can be written down in terms of error complemen¬
tary function,
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/•OO

erfc(a;) = / exp(-y2)dy,
J X

erf°
I y/2 j V 2

U(1/2, V~cri) = \ / N
• (5.52)

exp "2T

Finally, we write down the approximation for temperature in the form:

erfc (*%ri)
0(o) = V^2_y + 0{1/ßy (5 53)

erfc (^m)

Behind the flame front, along the diffusion flame, the first derivative dQ/dr
becomes singular. The heat losses are balanced by lateral diffusion, d2Q/dr2 .

Thus, the X -derivatives vanish, and the boundary condition for the tempera¬
ture behind the partially premixed front is

0(ro,X) = l. (5.54)

The temperature solution 0 = 1 — p\r — ro| is the first order approximation
behind the flame front in the vicinity of r = ro ,

X > 0. This solution sat¬

isfies the boundary condition (5.48), and the expression for temperature can

therefore be written up to the first order in r — ro as

0 = l-/x|r-ro|-O(l/^2). (5.55)

The mixture fraction gradient p in our analysis was chosen to be of order

0(1/ß), thus the above equation at leading order in 1/ß is

B(r,X) = 1 + 0(1/ß). (5.56)
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5.4.1 The inner solution and the asymptotic matching

The above formulae (5.51), (5.55) was derived in the outer region of the tem¬

perature definition, that doesn't contain the singularities. In the immediate

vicinity of the flame front, where 0 is very close to one, the reaction term

cannot be neglected anymore. We have to "stretch" this zone, and effectuate

the activation energy asymptotic analysis, described in previous chapter.

First of all, equation for temperature is re-written in parabolic-cylinder co¬

ordinates:

£,r] + r0J <9£ \ Çv + roJ dn

ß2Ci «20
=

w
+ W+Ac(^2+"3)s(1+^+0(1//?2)'0) expi~ß^ ~ e))- (5-57)

The stretch variable is chosen to be r = ß(n — rj0), and the temperature in

this region is measured with a help of the new variable 6
,
which is the devia¬

tion of the temperature from those on the flame surface, scaled to order of unity:

Q=l-pr,Q\£,\-6--0(l/ß2). (5.58)

For further use, we denote by B the product pß, B = 0(1). We re-write

(5.21) in terms of these scaled variables, expand 6 in asymptotic series in 1/ß,
and get at the leading order:

eTT = cA0(e + nl)Qv(v + 2£?r?0|£ir exp(-Ö) exp(-Br)0\Ç\), (5.59)

where A0 is the first term in the expansion A = ß2t/+1(A0 + ...).

We integrate this equation prior to boundary conditions

0T(r = O) = O, 6t(t = oo)=0,

and get:

62t(t -+ +oo) = 2cA0(£2 + n2) exp^Brjo^F^B^]). (5.60)
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Here the function Fv is defined by

/•OO

Fv(a)=\ 6v(6 + a)vexp(-6)d6. (5.61)
Jo

To determine Ao ,
we reinforce the asymptotic matching condition:

ej?(£,??^r?o) = -ör(6,r^co), (5.62)

where 0,, corresponds to the outer, and 6T to the inner solution. We write

down the expressions for the coefficients an in temperature expansion with the

help of Kronecker symbols 8nß as

a-°^(i/tk)+0(W (5'63)

Making use of the following property of parabolic cylinder functions,

dU(n + l/2,y)
- = U(n-1/2,y), (5.64)

we calculate the derivative of the temperature with respect to n
,

®n(t,Vo) = -^]Ta„ï/(n- 1/2, Vc%)#n ( y I) =

t^-1/WÖTo)
= ^c

u(i/2,v-cn0)
+ 0(W (5-65)

The expression above is replaced by those containing error complementary func¬

tions. The use is done of the fact that

U(-l/2,z) = expl--z2\, and

erfc b; v 2

U(l/2,z) =
~^^.
exp "ST
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The matching condition (5.62) then takes the form:

U(-l/2,^no)
r ft exp(-c77g/2)

U(l/2,^n)
v

V 7rerfc(v^7o/v^)

= [2cAo(£2+r72)exp(-ß7?0|f|)i;i,(2ßr?o|£|)]1/2. (5.66)

In order the parabolic flame front approximation to be consistent, we have to

enforce the matching condition up to the second order only.

Equating the coefficients by term £° gives us the expression for the burning-
speed eigenvalue:

here T is the Gamma-function. The coefficients by £ are zero, and at the

order £2 we get the equation for the curvature of the parabola, 770 ,

(4u - 2)1/4
Vo =

V

jJ (5.68)

The stoichiometric planar flame speed in physical variables is (Linân and Williams)

1/2

Us =

2mkAvY(2v + 1) (Poo\
0&+i I ~TJ exv(-ß/a) (5.69)

The velocity of the triple flame base propagation, Uoo ,
is equal to the stoichio¬

metric velocity in the limit ro —> 00, p —> 00 .

Using the above expressions, we get the formulae for the normalized veloc¬

ity, expressed in terms of the mixture fraction gradient:

U»
- /%

exp (?£\ erfc (ßn0)
, (5.70)

U^' V 2
,u r V 2 J V V 2
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k 1 dZ ^/4l732 Uoo
(5 71)

UooS Zs dr ßf]02 Ua

1 U°°
(5.72)

Uoos yfcno2 Uoos
'

Here Uoo is the flame velocity in physical units, U^ is the stoichiometric

planar flame speed, k is the flame curvature. We note the dependence of the

velocity on the global characteristics, ro , through the coefficient c = 1 — 1/rg .

In he limit ro -» oo we get the formulae of the planar case.

The normalized velocity as a function of normalized mixture fraction gradi¬
ent presented on the Figure 5.7. We observe the increase of the velocity flame

propagation due to the global curvature effects.
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Figure 5.7: The normalized velocity plotted as a function of the normalized
mixture fraction gradient with and without correction, due to the radius of the

flame base. Line: planar case, asterisks: corrected solution.
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5.5 Effects of heat release

As it was shown by several authors, [19], [39], the velocity field in front of the

flame is modified by heat release. This effect is clearly seen on the Figure 5.8,
that presents the plot of the iso-lines of heat release together with underlying
flow field velocities (from DNS by Boulanger and others, [5]).

When the premixed flame front propagates through the gas mixture, it de¬

viates the streamlines of the flow in front of it. To consider this mechanism in

detail, we have to go back to the description of the flame front as a surface of

discontinuity in temperature, velocity and density. The fluid flow equations are

solved on the both sides of the flame front, and the jump conditions are defined:

Pf(Vnf + V) =pb(Vnb + V),
(5-73)

Pf + Pf(Vnf + V)2 =pb + pb(vnb + V)2.

Hereabove V is the velocity of the flame front in the direction, normal to itself.

vnf, vnb, Vtf and vtb are the fluid velocity normal and tangential compo¬

nents in fresh and burnt gas respectively. Adiabatic flame temperature W is

given by W = vnf + V .

In the frame, where the flame front is stationary, these jump conditions are

transformed into

Pf
ut = W, ub = aW a = —f '

Pb (5.74)

Vf = vb, pb-pf = pfW2(l-a).

As illustrated on Figure 5.9, the tangential component remains the same, and

the normal component of the velocity vector increases, what makes the stream¬

lines refract towards the centerline.

This impact of the density changes across the flame front was also confirmed

by numerical simulations in [39].

These effects make it important to distinguish between two flame velocities:

local and far-field velocity. The local speed is related to the chemical reaction

rate, and close to the velocity of the planar diffusion flame along the stoichio¬

metric surface Z = Zs. The far-field speed is assigned to be those of the triple
flame propagation Uoo •

From the jump conditions (5.74) it is easy to see, that

both velocities are equal, when the density changes are neglected.
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Figure 5.8: Deviation of the velocity vector field through the flame due to heat

release effects (from DNS by Boulanger et al.)
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Figure 5.9: Velocity increment through the flame front due to the heat release

Therefore, a correct prediction of the triple flame propagation requires the

incorporation of the heat release effects in our analysis. This is the subject of

the present section.

The vector field decomposition into divergence-free and potential parts of

chapter two is only legitime when the chemical-fluid balance is hold. How¬

ever, the propagating flame front is a source of energy and able to break down

this balance. Thus, the conditions of the low Mach number fluid field veloc¬

ity decomposition are not fulfilled in general. We will show that the vorticity
production can be neglected, when heat release and mixture fraction gradient
are small. In this case, the velocity perturbation due to density changes is

potential in the whole domain.

The amount of the vorticity, produced by the temperature variations across

the flame surface, can be calculated from the vorticity generation equation,

Vw x Vp\
Ma2

The jump conditions across the flame are those for the tangential and normal

component of gradient of pressure and density respectively,

(Vp/p)t ~ Ma2p, (Vp/p)t ~ p,

(Vp/p)„ ~ Ma2a, (Vp/p)n ~ a.

In the limit of small Mach number and small heat release, the vorticity gener-
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ated by the flame front can be neglected. The velocity perturbation can then

be described by a potential ip, namely:

u = aipr + ...,
t

(5.77)
v = 1 + aipx + —

We introduce these expressions for the velocity into the temperature equa¬

tion (5.9), and get at leading order in a :

-t/v + </Vr + ta = 0^O). (5.78)
r

Re-written in local parabolic-cylinder coordinates (£, n), this equation takes

form:

^ (^ +i¥n)i) + *« + ^ = ~^0)- (5-79)

Behind the premixed front the right hand side of (5.79) vanishes,

- [Vqç +t-fr))^ + *X +^ = °' (5-8°)

and ahead of the premixed front is equal to

'c(Vo-V2)

with a =

an exp

yß

V27

This leads to the equation

exp (-|^)/erfc f-|rjoj
(5.81)

r\ (''I + *£j) * + ^« + *<» = ff??eXp {C{42 ^ (5'82)

The boundary conditions are derived from the symmetry requirement on the

radial velocity component,

v = 0 for r = r0. (5.83)
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In terms of the velocity perturbation ip the boundary conditions are written as

tpe(0,T]) =0,nv "

(5.84)
^(£,0) = 0.

We are looking for solution in the vicinity of r = ro ,
that corresponds in

new coordinates to the axes £ = 0 or n = 0. Together with the boundary
conditions, introduced above, and due to the fact, that velocity perturbation

stays limited even at infinity, we conclude, that the first term on the left hand

side of (5.79) can be suppressed.

Therefore, the equations for velocity perturbation reduce to those of the

planar case,

l/>« + </>„„ = 0 (5.85)

for 0 < n < T7o ,
and

V'« + 4>nn = <rn exp -2-r— (5.86)

for Tj>T]0.

These two equations, considered together with the boundary conditions

(5.84), deliver the only physically relevant solution Vo = ip(v)

The solution of the first equation prior to the boundary conditions is con¬

stant, and without loose of generality we set this constant to be equal to zero,

Mv) = 0. (5.87)

The solution of the second equation is

erfc (4»y)
Mv) = r^\ + aSc(r\ - »to) - 1 (5.88)

erfc ($*)
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for n > t]o ,
and

Mv)=0 (5-89)

for n < T7o .

The local expressions for the velocity components along the axes r = r0

and X = 0 are:

^,0) = ;^,[l-exp(-^)], and (5.90)

iv \ )
1

/ „
[1 ~ exp(v/cX)], X < 0

/cr.i\
v(X,r = r0) = <i y/^^2X (5-91)

1, otherwise

5.5.1 Reduction of the mixture fraction gradient near the

flame tip

In this section we are looking for the second term ( in the perturbative ex¬

pansion of the mixture fraction,

Z=^(l + p(r-rQ))+aÇ + ... (5.92)

We substitute this expression into the equation for mixture fraction gradient
(5.12), and retaining the leading terms only (up to the first order in a ), we get:

IOC d( d2C d2( 1
, /r/wlX

-d-à +
oV2

+ ïè
=

2^ (5-93)

Once transformed into local parabolic-cylinder coordinates (£, n), the above

equation takes form

1 (,dj
,

d(\ e0C dCd2C^d2Q
dn + r0\^dn '9£/ sö£

'

dr, 0£2 dr,2

-\[&%Y
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The right-hand side is given by the function t/>o(r?), calculated above. As we

are interesting in the modification of the mixture fraction gradient, only the

factor by £77 is essential.

Thus, we are looking for solution of (5.94) in form:

t&v)=ÇF(ri) + <Kt,v)- (5-95)

Substituting everything in the original equation (5.94) we see, that the function

F has to satisfy the equation

F" -F + r,F =^0'(n), (5.96)

which is the same equation as in two-dimensional case.

Behind the premixed flame, the boundary conditions are once again found

from the symmetry argument to be

C(0,r?)=0,
(5.97)

C(£,0)=0.

These conditions in terms of the function F is simply

F(0) = 0. (5.98)

Thus, the initial problem is well-defined.

The right hand side of (5.96) is zero behind the flame front, and the initial

problem (5.96), (5.98) has the solution

F(n) = an (5.99)

with unknown constant a.

This constant will be determined when we analyze the solution behaviour

in front of the flame front.

In order to calculate the expression on the right-hand side of (5.96), we

write down the expression for the derivative of the function tpo (n),
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Wjù =
\c_2L_

exp

erfc

-V

^o

+ y/co (5.100)

In the equation above we used the fact that

d
t

2
, 2,

—ertcz = —p=exp(—z ).
dZ y/TT

(5.101)

Thus, equation (5.96) takes form

, 1
n

F -F + nF = -pyfca 1 — exp
c(r,20 - n2)

(5.102)

The discussion in the previous section pointed out, that in our model there is

no vorticity generation up to the first order, i.e. the mixture fraction is contin¬

uous together with its first derivative. The initial conditions for the equation

(5.102) are then

F(r,0) =ar,0,

F'(r,o) = a.

(5.103)

We are looking for the solution of the form

Fir,) = Vf(v)- (5.104)

The equation for this new function / is

'"A^Vi'^k^ 1 — exp
c(r,l - j,2)

(5.105)

This equation can be integrated directly,

f(n) = a+ -py/co-
,Vo V;
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"
,, / !

.

1

m\ / c(%2 - r,2)p (l
1

exp

2t2J
^

\ 2

From the pair of conditions

/ is finite for n —¥ oo

C —> 0, n —> —oo, r fixed

(5.106)

(5.107)

we conclude, that

/(oo) = 0. (5.108)

The expression for the constant a is found, integrating (5.106) in the limit

n —> oo :

a = j(«7o2 - Tv^T7o - 1). (5.109)

The new expression for the mixture fraction taking into consideration the den¬

sity changes, is

Z = 1/2(1+ p')(r-r0), (5.110)

with modified mixture fraction gradient

p' = p + 2aa. (5.111)

We see, that the gradient on the top of the edge flame will be reduced firstly
by the premixed flame front curvature and secondly, by the radius of the flame

base.

5.5.2 Modified solution for temperature

The goal of the present section is to find the derivative of the temperature along
the flame surface rather then the approximative solution of temperature itself.

Once the derivative is found, it delivers us the necessary matching condition to
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define the speed of the flame propagation.

First of all, the perturbated equation for the temperature is written down:

^p0r(o) + 1^0(0) _ 0(o)0x(o) +</,x0x(o) =
r

= (lî + ^)em + ^°m-e*m ^

As in the previous section, we introduce local coordinates (£,77) and all the

non-local influences in the above equation will be neglected. The equation is

thus reduced to those of the planar case, and afterwards we follow the analysis
of [17].

The equation for temperature perturbations in local coordinates (£, 77) is

v'co'exp
c(r,l - n2) r,eric(y/cn/y/2)

erîc(y/cr,o/y/2)
+

yfca I 1 — exp
c(t7o - r?2)

ahead of the flame, and

eW-)/eW-eg)-ew = o

(5.113)

(5.114)

behind it.

The boundary condition

®(t,Vo) -{ 2(l-Z(£,77o)), for £>0,
(5.115)

2Z(£,77o) for £ < 0.

is a consequence of the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions vanishing on the flame
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surface.

Substituting the expression (5.110) for the mixture fraction into (5.115),
we get the boundary condition for the first order perturbative solution for the

temperature:

0(1)(£,77) = -2ar7o|£|. (5.116)

We are looking for solution of the boundary problem, defined above, as a sum

of two functions:

e(1)(£,r7)=T0(77)+T1(£,77). (5.117)

As the right-hand side of the original equation is only 77 -dependent, T\

satisfies the homogeneous equation

&Ti d^ d2Tx 92Tx

*w~vi*-w-w=0' (5-118)

accompanied with the boundary condition

Ti(£,7to) = -2aito|É|. (5.119)

The equation for the 77 -dependent function Tq is

t"_i_ t' r
f^o-^n

T0 + r,TQ
= -y/ca exp I I

yfca I 1 — exp

r,er{c(y/cn/y/2)

eiic(y/cr,o/y/2)

fc(r,l-n2)\\

+

(5.120)

This function vanishes at the flame surface, as well as at the infinity:

nM = °-
(5,21)

To(oo) =0.

This last equation is solved, using the method of parameters variation from

the theory of ordinary differential equations. First, the homogeneous equation
for T0 is solved. Afterwards, the unknown coefficients in the solution of the
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homogeneous equation are supposed to be the functions of 77. They are found

by substitution of the solution of the homogeneous equation into the original

one.

The solution of the homogeneous equation is

To(77) = -y/^/2Aeric(yßr,/y/2) + B, (5.122)

where the coefficients A and B satisfy

a'(v) = -g(v),

B'(n) = -y/^j2ev{C(y/cn/y/2)g(r,).

Hereabove g(n) is defined as

nevîc(y/cn/y/2)

(5.123)

g(n) =aexp(cr,l/2)

y/ca I 1 — exp

+

evîc(y/cr,o/y/2)

fc(r,2-n2)\\
(5.124)

The boundary conditions on T0 imply that the coefficient B vanishes at in¬

finity,

B(oo) = 0, (5.125)

that determines the boundary condition for A :

The value of the coefficient B at the flame surface is found by integration and

equal to

*'=f*L
Bim) = \l ö /

^

erfc (^j ,(!,)<*,. (5.127)
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As mentioned in the beginning of this section, only the derivative along
the flame surface is essential for our analysis. The derivative Tq(t7o) is easily

calculated with help of the above expressions,

U(Vo) - v^ß(77o). (5-128)

The equation for the function Ti(£,?7) is exactly the same as the equation

(5.31) for 0'°' considered in the previous section, only the boundary condition

is different. By analogy, the solution is written down as

T1(£,77)=exp 4(e+v2o-v2) exp ( -Jc£2
OO

X S^M^h"^2^
(5.129)

with coefficients bn defined by

bn = -2ar,Qy/¥0
on . nu

\
i /o r / t5"130)

2nn!
yfnU(n + 1/2, y/crjo)

From these expressions it is easy to see, that the derivative is of the order

ÔVT! ~ p ~ 0(1/ß) (5.131)

and it can be neglected at leading order.

Finally, this analysis delivers us the necessary matching condition for tem¬

perature:

0^1)(£,r7o)=To'(77o)+O(l//?). (5.132)

If we calculate the integral expression for J3(t7o) ,
we get

®(n](^Vo) = yßaL(r,0)+O(l/ß), (5.133)
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with

£(»to) = °2 /oo
JÏ/2

xerîc2xdx h 1

c/2rio

1

2^2 (5.134)

5.5.3 The inner solution

This time the matched asymptotic expansions are done for the temperature

approximation

0 = 0(°)+a0<1), (5.135)

with both ©(°) and 0^ already found in the previous sections. The density
doesn't decouple from the velocity anymore, and the expression for it to be

used in the temperature equation is

w = l-a0<°>. (5.136)

The expression for the mixture fraction Z = 1 + p'\r - ro| is substituted in

the source term in the temperature equation (5.21).

The equation (5.21) for the temperature in non-dimensional units up to the

first order in a then takes the form

(l-a0(°))((l + ^)|| + ^f)=id& d2e d2e

dr dr2 dX2 (5.137)

+A(1 - Q0(°))E(Z/Z„ 0) exp(/3(l - 0) - aß(l - O)2).

When we transform everything into local parabolic-cylinder coordinates, we get

V V £ d&

+§£T + |^r + A(l - a0(°>)2"(£2 + 772)E(1 + p'tn, 0) exp(-/3(l - 0)2).

£77 + r0 £77 + r0 £77 + r0 Ö77

))2).

(5.138)
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Further, we introduce the stretching coordinate r = ß(n - 770) and the

inner measure for temperature, 9 :

0 = l-/i'77o|£|-^. (5.139)

The equation (5.138), re-written in terms of 6
,
takes the form (at leading order

in \):
6TT = A0(£2 + m?0v(6 + 2£77o|£|r (1 - a)2" exp(-6) exp(-Br,0\^\), (5.140)

with the constant B is now defined as

B = p'ß = 0(1) (5.141)

with the mixture fraction gradient p' as defined in (5.111). We integrate the

above equation prior to the boundary condition

0r(r = O) = O (5.142)

and get the new matching condition

62t(t - 00) = 2A0(£2 +77o)2exp(-B77o|£|)F„(2f?77o|£|), (5.143)

with F defined as

/•oo

Fv{x) = (1 - a)2v I 6V(6 + xf exp(-8)d0. (5.144)
Jo

The matching asymptotic condition

&v(C,r, ^ to) =-9t(£,t-too) (5.145)

will be used in order to define the burning rate eigenvalue A0 + aAi .
The

outer derivative was calculated in the previous section and is equal

©„(£,7? -> 770) = 0f (£,770) +a0W(£,7?o). (5.146)
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Equating the correspondent terms by £° and £2 ,
we get the new formulae for

velocity in dependence on mixture fraction gradient and curvature, including

pressure changement effects.

5.5.4 Expressions for velocity in dependence on mixture

fraction gradient, effects of heat release included

Results for velocity and mixture fraction gradient in dependence on radius heat

release a
,
and radius of the flame base ro through c = 1 5- :

ro

U°° =T^[l + aL(r]0)}, (5.147)
USo(a) a

(here flame velocity is normalized by U^,(a), stoichiometric planar flame

velocity),

U^(a) = (1- a)UooS- (5.148)

k 1 (dZ\ y/Av-2 1 Ua

USo(a)Zs\drJ0 ß v20UooS(a)'
(5.149)

dZ\
with I

-jr-
I the mixture fraction gradient, evaluated at the triple point, re¬

lated to it upstream value through

fflrfflJ1^1*^-^'1- (5-150)

k :k=-tLt^- (5-151)
UM yfcntuM-

From the above equations we see, that both heat release and flame base

curvature play role in the increasing of the triple flame velocity. This also

demonstrated on the Figure 5.10, where the normalized velocity is depicted
versus normalized mixture fraction gradient.
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Figure 5.10: Velocity as function of mixture fraction gradient with corrections

due to heat release and radius of the flame base.

In the limit a <C 1, and k < 1 the above formulae reduce to the expres¬

sions

Ua 1 + a k

USo(a) yß UM
' (5.152)

ß J_(dZ\
y/^T=2^cZs \dr)0

(5.153)

with

dZ\ 1 fdZ
dr)0~l + a\dr (5.154)

These formulae will be used in the next chapter in order to compare our

theoretical results with the DNS by J. Boulanger, J. Réveillon, L. Vervisch,
S. Ghosal.



Chapter 6

Comparison with DNS of

round jet

The triple flame as the mechanism of the round jet stabilization over the burner

was discussed by several authors [14], [18], [33], [35]. Lifted diffusion flames

are rather observed in turbulent regime, but the idealized model of the laminar

lifted flame can be produced in laboratory conditions. In the present chapter
we will consider the Landau-Squire solution for round jet to be the far-field

velocity for the lifted round jet. Equating the triple flame ring velocity to

those of the round jet, we find the distances between the burner and the base

of the lifted flame, called lift-off heights. These results then compared to the

simulations of round jet, effectuated by J. Boulanger, J. Réveillon, L. Vervisch

and S. Ghosal. (see [5])

S. Ghosal and L. Vervisch [18] considered a lifted laminar diffusion flame

with the far-field velocity delivered by a self-similar Landau-Squire solution for

round jet, that we discuss in details below.

Let us introduce the spherical coordinates (r, 0, (j>) with polar axis in the

direction of the jet, with emergence point as origin.

The continuity equation for submerged jet, issuing into the infinite space

filled with the fluid in spherical coordinates (r, 9,4>) is

1 d(r2vr) 1 d,
, N

-2-V!2+-^-ÄÄZv«sino)=0. 6.1
rz dr r sin 0 dd

The velocity components in the limit of small 0, or relative high Reynolds
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number, are

8m2
Vr =

(a2 + e2)2^ ;
(6.2)

-4i/

Ve —
2 i 02 '

here ^ is the kinematic viscosity, and a is related to the jet momentum

through

« =

-3p- (6-3)

We introduce the streamline function

ip(r,6) = vrf{6) (6.4)

with

46»
for 6 < 0o,

/(*) = <( e2 + e2
1U1 "- °-

(6.5)

2(1 + cos 6) otherwise,

where 0O is the opening angle of the jet,

32
Re = y0o-2. (6.6)

The length scale is chosen to be

I = k/Us (6.7)

with Us the flame velocity along the stoichiometric iso-surface.

The expressions for non-dimensional velocity components can be re-written

in terms of the stream-function

1 dip
Vr =

ve

r2 sin 6 d6
'

1 d%p (6.8)

r sin 9 dr
'

xP(r,6) = Srf(6)
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here S = v/k is the Schmidt number.

The triple laminar flame propagates along the stoichiometric iso-line, and

stabilizes the round jet at the point, where the velocity of this flamelet equals
those of the round jet, given by (6.8). In order to calculate the point of the

stabilization we need to know the shape of the stoichiometric iso-surface. From

the results of Squire [42], the mixture fraction can be described in context of

the round jet solution by

(6.9)

with constant C to be determined from the boundary conditions on the mix¬

ture fraction.

As we see, this solution has singularity at r = 0. To avoid this difficulty,
we introduce the "virtual origin" at distance r0 = a/0o below the jet exit. The

constant C = a/(W0) is then found, provided Z = 1 at r = ro .

The expression for mixture fraction (6.9) enables us to calculate the shape
of the stoichiometric iso-surface. We consider the stoichiometric value of mix¬

ture fraction to be equal to 0.0625. The equation

Z = Zs (6.10)

delivers us the path of the triple flame propagation,

11/ el
2S

here I = I/a is the new length scale, with a the nozzle diameter.

The expression for mixture fraction gradient and fluid velocity along the

stoichiometric surface is

ß

1 ldZ

~Z~sr~dJ

2S-1

= k$lk\l+M) (6-12)

The flow velocity along stoichiometric surface is
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/ „N 2S-2

*=«b 1+d <6-I3)

The results for the triple flame ring velocity of the previous chapter can be

used now for theoretical prediction of the lift-off height.

We recall, that this velocity is approximated by

^S^-1%,). (6.14)

(here Sl° is the laminar velocity of the planar flame), with

Ja\Xs) = Jy-aXs

the correction due to the curvature of the flame.

Here

Aa = ß/(ZsV4i7^2)(X/pCp)^2/(l + a),

and Xs is a mixture fraction dissipation rate.

With all these expressions in hand, the lift-off height is calculated with help
of following algorithm:

• calculate the coefficients A and B
,
with

A=
,

ßJ°
-, (6.15)

2^41732^(1 + a)

and

b=y;i\° (6.i6)
8ZsScky/c

• solve the transcendental equation

(1 + x2)2Sc-2[l + Ax(l + x2)] = B, (6.17)
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with respect to x = 6/9q with help of Newton method.

• compute the lift-off height h

h = r(x60)s cos(a;0o) - £. (6.18)
0o

Here the subscript s denotes the value on the stoichiometric line.

This algorithm was effectuated for two different values of heat release,
a = 0.3 and a = 0.8

.

The value of Schmidt number is chosen to be S = 1.3 in both cases. We

would like to note here, that as was discussed in [18], the choice of the Schmidt

number has an impact on the stability of the lift-off solution. For values of

Schmidt numbers, smaller then unity, there exists a critical value Sc, such

that for S < Sc the lifted flame solution can become unstable, and is subject
to sudden bifurcations to blow-out. We avoid this region of instability by the

choice of S
,
S > 1 > Sc .

In their paper Boulanger, Vervisch, Réveillon and Ghosal [5] applied three

different approximations for triple flame velocity in order to estimate the lift-off

height. They compared the results with numerical simulations of full compress¬

ible axisymmetrical Navier-Stokes equations. The results show, that the best

theoretical description is naturally those taking into consideration the heat re¬

lease effects.

We would like to compare our results with these numerical simulations of

fully compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The compact sixth order PADE

numerical scheme [25] to approximate the space derivatives and Runge-Kutta
method for the time derivatives was used. This allowed to the high resolution

in the vicinity of the flame zone. However, the precision of these calculations

demanded a sacrifice in the jet stream resolution. Only limited region around

the flame base was simulated, the velocity field on the inlet delivered by the

cold Landau-Squire solution. As this solution is valid only far enough from the

jet exit, the simulations was done only for the lifted flames with high enough
Reynolds numbers.

The boundary was treated with help of the Characteristic Navier-Stokes

boundary conditions. [37]

The corrections to the lift-off heights due to the heat release effects was
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computed.

The results of the two sets of simulations are presented below, compared to

the new theoretical predictions we obtained in previous chapter.

The highest values of lift-off height are got for Reynolds numbers, close to

the blow-up condition. As the velocity of the triple flame ring is increased by
the heat release, the lift-off heights in the theory without heat release effects

are over-predicted. As we see on the Figures 6.2 and 6.3, the blow-out in these

cases is reached for the values of Re, smaller then those from DNS.

We use the new velocity approximation to calculate the lift-off heights for

different values of Re, until the blow-out is reached.

The schematic development of the lifted flame is presented on the Figure
6.1, where the iso-contours of the reaction rate are calculated for the different

values of Reynolds numbers Re
.
The values of lift-off height are also presented.

As we see, the radial component of the iso-stoichiometric surface is not con¬

stant, as was assumed in our model. In order to apply our results, we choose

the parameter r0 of the flame base radius to be the mean value of the axial

component on the interval (l,rmax). The maximum value is found with help
of the expression for the iso-stoichiometric line (6.11), maximizing it for differ¬

ent opening angles of the jet.

The constant c, corresponding to the DNS, done in [5], is c = 0.426.

The comparison with DNS shows us, that in both cases an important ame¬

lioration in theoretical prediction of the lift-off heights is achieved.
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Blow-Out Region

Re = 109

H = 579

R = 0.0

Re = 107

H = 463

R = 3.2

Re =101

H = 311

R = 5.5

Re = 98

H = 215

R = 5.5

Re = 88

H =136

R = 4.9

Re = 57

H = 25

R = 3.1

Round Nonpremixed Burner

Figure 6.1: Lift-off heights (H) and flame base radius (R) in units of nozzle

radius for different values of Re (from DNS by Boulanger et al.). The contour

lines are those of the reaction rate
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of our theoretical results for lift-off heights (in units

of nozzle radius) as function of Reynolds number with DNS and theoretical

approximation by J. Boulanger, L. Vervisch, J. Réveillon and S. Ghosal for

a = 0.3. Line: plane case, diamonds: DNS results, asterisks: results with

correction due to the radius of the flame base.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of our theoretical results for lift-off heights (in units

of nozzle radius) as function of Reynolds number with DNS and theoretical

approximation by J. Boulanger, L. Vervisch, J. Réveillon and S. Ghosal for

a = 0.8. Line: plane case, diamonds: DNS results, asterisks: results with

correction due to the radius of the flame base.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

In the present work dependence of the triple flame velocity on the radius of

the flame base was introduced in a parametric way. The mixture fraction was

treated as a function of radial component only, that allowed us to introduce

the coordinate frame, where the stoichiometric iso-suface is parallel to one of

the axes. The triple flame ring propagates along the stoichiometric iso-surface,
and the radius remains unchanged.

This simplified model allows us to handle the original axi-symmetric equa¬

tions in the analogous way to the two-dimensional case, described in [17].

The assumption of the mixture fraction linearity was done in the vicinity of

the diffusion flame. This enabled the specification of the value of temperature

along stoichiometric line as a linear function of the mixture fraction gradient.

Further, asymptotic analysis of the triple "ring" flame in the limit of large
activation energy ß -> oo was done and the approximative solution for tem¬

perature was found by elimination of the terms of order 0(1/'ß) and higher.

The comparison with high-order DNS results showed the validity of the this

new laminar triple ring velocity approximation, even though the expressions
we've derived are not valid in the whole domain of the triple flame existence

(the approximation of the mixture fraction by a linear profile valid only when

we are close enough to the diffusion flame; all the formulae was derived for the

radial distances big enough, r > 1 ).
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Notations

Op thermal capacity of i-th chemical species

cvl heat capacity at constant volume of i-th chemical

species

h enthalpy

k common diffusivity coefficient

p mean pressure

Q heat release

-R universal gas constant

t time

T, 0 temperature

Tq initial temperature

u, v mean velocity

w vorticity

A coefficient of thermal conductivity

p density

Da Damköhler number

Dl] diffusivity coefficients
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diffusive fluxes

Lewis number

Mach number

reaction rates

flame base radius and characteristic constant

laminar flame speed, or burning velocity

velocity of triple flame propagation

molecular weight of i-th chemical species

mass fraction of i-th chemical species

mixture fraction

parameter of heat release

Zeldovich parameter

normalized mixture fraction gradient, evaluated at

stoichiometric iso-surface

stoichiometric coefficients of species i as reactant and

product respectively

mass increase per unit volume due to chemical

reaction

scalar dissipation rate

cylinder coordinates

local parabolic-cylinder coordinates
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